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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Purpose of the Study
"English-speaking people constitute about one tenth
of the world's population,"

which includes peoples from

great nations: The United Kingdom, the United States,
Australia, Canada, . o English, on the other hand, is
widely studied outside the countries of its use as a second
language such as in Taiwan, Japan, the Philippines, Thailand,
and Malaysia, just to mention a few.
In Vietnam English is becoming popular due to historical,
political, and social events.
secondary education.

It is a required subject in

Teachers of English in public high

schools are fairly well trained:

They have three years

(now four years) of study in the Department of English at
the Faculty of Pedagogy in both Hue and Saigon Universities,
They are taught philology, phonology, morphology, and syntax
besides the cultural courses--history, civilization, and
literature--of the English-speaking countries: The United
Kingdom and the United States.

All these courses are given

by professors who are native speakers of English, Nevertheless they are not quite professionally ^'ualified according
-'-Albert C. Baugh, A History of the Eng:lish Langnage,
2nd ed. (New York, l^i3T, Po 4.

2
to the standards set forth by Robert Lado ; in any case,
they are better provided with a linguistic background than
a good many other teachers.

Yet the number of graduates

from the Faculty of Pedagogy and the Faculty of Letters
(Faculte des Lettres) are not enough for the tremendously
increasing number of students.

Therefore anyone who knows

English or once lived in an English-speaking country,
whether or not he had any course in the teaching of language, can give English lessons.

The Vietnamese American

Association in Saigon and Hue,-^ seems to provide a fairly
good English learning due to the fact that courses are
conducted by Americans.

These Americans, however, are

not really properly qualified teachers since it is not
enough for a teacher "to speak a language to be qualified
to teach it, , • <, He must also know the linguistic facts
of the language of the students in order to understand
the particular problems they will have in learning the
target language,"^

G, C, Fries firmly states:

"The

native speaker of a language, unless he has been specially
trained to analyse his own language processes, will be
more likely to mislead than to help a foreigner when he
Robert Lado, Language Teaching (New York, I964),
p. S,
^The purpose 01 this organization is to promote
friendship and understanding between the two peoples,
^Lado, Language, p. 9°

••••P*pp>q«a

tries to make comments about his own language."

In

other words, a good teacher is the one who knows his
language and the language of his students well enough
to understand the difficulties the learner will have
and help him overcome them,

"The teacher should have

a complete knowledge of the structure of the language
to be taught and of the students' vernacular."
Except for those students or teachers who have
studied linguistics, not many teachers of English in
Vietnam as well as in other countries realize that they
have to know their own language, its phonology, morphology, and syntax, to better teach Englisho

It seems

ridiculous to say that a native speaker does not know
his own language, but it is likely that he is not aware
of the structure or sound system of his mother tongue
because he is brought up in his speech community.

He

picks up the language as easily as he walks, laughs,
and eatSo

I never knew before I studied linguistics

that Vietnamese does not have tripthongs because in
the official spelling there are many words or morphemes
which contain more than two vowel s^^rabols, but "phonemes
5
C. C. Fries, Teaching and Learning English as a Fcreign Language (Ann Arbcr, Michc, 1963)j p^ 5°
^Jo Oo Gauntlett, Teaching English as a Foreign
Language (New York, I96I), p. 25°

X
4
are not letters,"'
tices that

p

A native speaker of English never no-

in pin is different from

p

in spin as far

as the pronunciation is concerned, nor can he explain why
the letter s following the letter t as in eats is pronounced
differently from an s following d as in deeds.
will explain these difficulties.

Linguistics

"The language teacher

can not ignore the results of linguistics," says Lado,
because this scientific study of language will help the
teacher see the problems he has in his teaching or the
difficulties his students have in their learningo
The primary purpose of learning a foreign language is
to master its sound system first in order to speak with an
acceptable pronunciation since "The sense, and consequently
the understanding of a word, depends upon its pronunciation,
even if it is pronounced only mentally,"

Phonetics will

give a full description of the sounds of a language,
Phonemics will show how two languages are different.

The

teacher with some knowledge of the mechanics of speech
will know how a new sound is produced and will compare it
with the sound approximately equivalent in his mother
tongue.

Thus, he will know how to prepare the teaching

'Robert Lado, Linguistics Across Culture (Ann Arbor,
Mich. , 1961), p. 9.
d

Charles H. Handchin. Methods of Teaching Modern
Languages (New York, 1923), Po 90.
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materials based on the comparison of the two sound systems.
He will see the similarities and dissimilarities between
both languages and can predict the difficulties the students
will have in facing a new sound which is absent from their
native language,

I would like to emphasize here again

that the teacher—whether he is a native or a non-native
speaker—needs to know the language of the learner. To
teach English to Vietnamese students, he will be more
efficient and spend less time if he knows the Vietnamese
sound system because "The basic problems arise not out of
any essential difficulty in the features of the new language themselves but primarily out of the special set

9

created by the first language habits."

Being familiar

with these habits, the teacher can help his students
master the sound system of the target language with
better results.
Some linguists, aware of the importance of a parallel comparison of English and other languages in language learning and teaching, have made contrastive
studies to ease the language teaching problems for the
teachers and students of the Western world whose languages are related to English, but "very little attention has been devoted to the special problems of the
learners whose native tongue is non-cognate v^ith
^Foreword by C. C, Fries to Lado, Linguistics,

English."•^'^

I shall attempt in this paper to make a com-

parative analysis of the English and Vietnamese sound
systems.

This is not a very easy task because Vietnamese

is an isolating analytic language entirely different from
English, a fusional analytic language.

The former is

monosyllabic, and the latter is polysyllabic.

Importance of the Study
"Language is a set of symbols" which represent the
significant sound features pertaining to one particular
tongue.

Even though "there are no difficult language

sounds per se"

because the human vocal apparatus can

produce hundreds of different sounds, we still have
great difficulty in mastering the sound system of a
foreign language since we are not trained to produce
and recognize the phonemes, the distinctive sound
features, "the stream of speech," of that particular
language.

Different from walking, an inherent bio-

logical function of man, "speech is a non-instinctive,
13
acquired, 'cultural' function."

We are so imprisoned

in our speech habits that we cannot learn a foreign
language with ease,

"The muscles of our speech organs

-^^Gauntlett, p, v.
^-^Edward Sapir, Language (New York, 1949), pp. 142143.
12c. C, Fries, "As We See It," Language Learning,
I (January 194^), 12-16.
13
Sapir, p. 4.
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have early in life become exclusively accustomed to the
particular adjustments and systems of adjustments that
are required to produce the traditional sounds of the
language,"!^

These muscular habits are so marvelously

formed that the speaker can hardly produce any other
sounds than those of his own tongue.

It is very hard

for a native speaker of English to master the French
uvular /r/ as in

Robert

or

ronronnement

because

English /r/ is produced with a different articulation:
It is either a flap or a trill liquid according to its
distribution in a sequence.

In the same way, a French

person who learns English finds it difficult to pronounce English long vowels which, in most cases, are
dipthongized, whereas French vowels are pure vowels,
monophthongs.

We Vietnamese experience the same dif-

ficulty in differentiating between /i/ and /i/ as in
sit and seat or bit and beat because they are allophonic in our sound system but phonemic in English,
"A person ^listening' to another language actually
does not 'hear' the sound units which do not exist in
his native tongue. "-^^ The learning problem arises
from this difference between two phonemic systems.
We will transfer the structure of our language to the
^^Sapir, p. 45.
l^Fo L, Bumpass, Teaching Young Students English
as a Foreign Language (New York, 1963), Po 13.

target language, i.e., we will substitute for the foreign
sound our corresponding sound similar to it.

For example,

since the voiceless interdental fricative /O/ as in think
/Oink/ does not exist in Vietnamese, we will automatically
use in place of it /th/ which occurs in our language, and
we will pronounce it /think/,

Vietnamese /th/ is an al-

veolar aspirated stop, A German will pronounce it like
/sink/ or /t ink/ because German does not have /Q/<,

In

the same way, a native speaker of Tagalog will identify
the English voiced labiodental fricative /v/ as his
voiced bilabial stop /b/.

He will say /btrr/ for /veri/.

The Chinese and Japanese cannot distinguish the contras-tive difference between /r/ and /l/.

For them rice and

lice sound alike because /r/ and /I/ are sporadic variants of one phoneme in their languages.

It .is hard for

an American to understand a Chinese when he sayss /ai
laik flaid lais/ for I like fried rice.

This amusing

error in pronunciation is shared by all people who have ,
the same linguistic background,

"College professors

and unskilled laborers have the same difficultieso"
This disturbing interference of the native tongue in
learning a foreign language can be detected, "diagnosed,"
and avoided only by a careful contrastive analysis of
two sound systemso

The comparison will also offer "an

16H. A. Gleason, An Introduction to Descriptive
Linguistics (New York, 1961), p. 3e)3.

excellent basis for the preparation of instructional
17
materials."
The teacher should know the sound system and other
pronunciation features of both languages to help his
students develop an ability to operate their speech organs "to produce sound patterns characteristic of the
language being learned"

and to acquire a new set of

habits for oral production and aural reception.

To

learn a new language is to replace one system by another system of different distinctive features and
their distribution in segmental sequences.

This re-

placement will be rendered easier if the contrastive
difference between two sound systems is clearly studied
and pinpointed.

The ultimate purpose of this study is

to meet this need.

The generalities of the two lan-

guages will be presented accordingly before the phonemic analysis of each is made, followed by the comparative analysis of the two phonemic systems which
closes the study,
l^William G„ Moulton, The Sounds of English and
German (Chicago, 1962), p, Vo
•^Gleason, Introduction, p, 344.
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Scope of the Study
The present study will not take up all items involved in a full phonological comparison--juncture,
intonation, and stress--in detail.

The writer will

focus only on the parallel comparison between the
Vietnamese sound system, the phonemes and their distribution, and the English sound system.

The contras-

tive analysis will reveal areas of difficulty in pronunciation the Vietnamese students have.

It is hoped

that this study will help the teacher and the student
alike to gain an insight into the phonemic problems of
teaching and learning the English pronunciation.

It

is intended further to serve as a basis for the preparation of teaching materials.

CHAPTER II
VIETNAMESE SECTION
Generalities
Language Family and Historical Remarks
Vietnamese is one of the main languages in South East
Asia, spoken by 25,000,000 inhabitants of Vietnam.

Accord-

ing to Gleason it belongs to the Austro-Asiatic family.•*•
It was influenced by other languages:
2
and Thai,

Mon-Khmer, Maylayan,

yet chiefly by Chinese, as a result of a long

period of colonization.

In fact, we were forced to adopt

the Chinese writing system for centuries, yet Vietnamese
has characteristics of its own.

For the present system

of writing, we are indebted to the Catholic missionaries
in the seventeenth century, including the Portugese,
French, and Italians.

The most elaborate and system-

atic work was done by Rev. Father Alexandre de Rhode,
who invented a Vietnamese writing system making use of
the Roman alphabet and based on phonetic transcription.
This explains the close correlation between the spelling
H. A. Gleason, An Introduction to Descriptive
Linguistics (New York, 1961], p. 471.
•^Dinh Hoa Nguyen, Ngu Hoc Nhap Mon (Saigon, 1962) ,
p. 125.
-^M, B. Emeneau, Studies in Vietnamese (Annamese)
Grammar (Berkeley, Calif., 1951), p. 1.
11

12
and the pronunciation of the language.
Dialects and Their Diffisrenees
In Studies in Vietnamese (Annamese) Grammar. Professor M, B„ Emeneau quotes Henri Maspero's statement dividing Vietnamese into two major dialects: the TonkineseCochinchinese and the dialects of Haut-Annam,^ By Tonkinese-Cochinchinese, Maspero refers to the dialects spoken
in the North (Tonkin) and those in the South (Cochinchinese)
from Tourane southward (see the map).

The central part

between the North and the South is treated as Haut-Annam,
Actually, the French colonial administration divided Vietnam into three parts: '^Tonkin" in the North, "Annam" in
the central part, and "Cochinchine" in the South,

This

division coincides with the difference in dialects spoken in the three main regions:
and the South,

the North, the Central,

Traditionally, we believe that we have

three main clear-cut accents^ and that "A son parler, un
Vietnamien est tout de suite identifie: par son accent,
il est reconnu pour un habitant du Nord, du Centre
ou du Sud, comme le Marseillais et le Breton se
Henri Maspero, "Etude sur la phonetique historique
de la langue annamite--Les Initials," Bulletin de l^Ecole
Francaise d'Extreme Orient, VIII (December 1912), 5-9> as
quoted by Emeneau, preface, p. v,
^Ae Maillet, Les langues du monde (Paris, 1952),
p... 5BI, confirms that Vietnamese has three main diaieots:
"avec ses trois dialects, tonkinois, annamite, cochinchinois."
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font remarquer lorsque l^un et 1»autre parlent le francais,"^
I was rather surprised when I learned about the
dialectal classification by Maspero,

I cannot bear

the idea that the northern dialects (the standard is
Hanoi) and the southern dialects (Saigon is representative) can be grouped together!

To me, the northern

and southern dialects have many more different features
than those mentioned by Professor Emeneau:

"Tonkinese

and Cochin Chinese are slightly differentiated from
one another by differences of pronunciation and of

7 The differences are so great that at

vocabulary."

first meeting, the Northerner and the Southerner might
not understand each other well.

Some friends of mine

who fled the northern Communist regime reported that
they could hardly understand or make themselves understood when they first came south.

Neither the person

from the North or the South can understand the person
from the central parts if the latter speaks too fast.
To state this fact does not mean that each dialect has
a different structure.

The structure of the language

is the same for these three regions, yet each dialect
Van Ly Le, Introduction to Le Parler vietnamien,
Sa Structure phonologique et morphologique functionelle
TSaigon, I960).
7
'Emeneau, preface.
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has some phonemes which are nonexistent in the others.
In this respect, the central dialect has more phonemes {
in common with the southern than with the northern.
Above all, it is the distribution of tones which makes
the dialects sound so different from one another,
although the conventional symbols used in orthography
are the same.

For example, the Hanoi dialect has six

distinguishing tones, while Hue, the standard dialect
of the central part, and Saigon have only five tones.
There is no differentiation in pronunciation between
/ / and /^/ in the Hue and Saigon dialects.

Therefore

it is difficult for the people of these two regions to
write the words with the correct tone symbols / V or
/'^/ as the official spelling requires.
For centuries, Hanoi has been the political and
cultural capital of Vietnam; consequently, the Hanoi
dialect has been recognized as the standard dialect
of the country.
this dialect.

Most literary works are written in

Those written in other dialects would

be considered as regional works.
After the Geneva Agreement in 1954, which divided
Vietnam into two parts, a million people from the North
came to Saigon, and Saigon has become, since then, the
capital of the Republic of Vietnam (South), and it is
becoming important politically, economically, and culturally.

A great number of people from the central

I
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part also moved south.

It was the first time in our

history that people from various parts got to live side
by side as a result of political and economical events.
Their dialects have been affected by this "mixture" and
have influenced each other.
The difference between dialects will be discussed
later in comparison with English for pedagogical purposes.
In this paper, I have analyzed my own dialect
(Hue) and have served as my own chief informant since
adequate materials are not available.

Furthermore,

two other students enrolled at Texas Technological
College who speak the same dialect have helped me
ascertain the accuracy of the pronunciation described.
Hue is the ancient capital of Vietnam located
right at the midpoint in relation to the North and the
South.

Its speech, in general, has more features in

common with the southern dialects, yet the "accent"
and the tone system are particularly different from
all the others.
I will present first the tones, then the vowels,
the consonants, and finally the prosodic features.
As mentioned previously, Vietnamese sounds are
recorded with the letters of the Roman alphabet; the
tones are represented with diacritical marks. The
Vietnamese writing system can be called phonemic

16
because each letter or group of letters represents a special
sound.

Hence, any word can be pronounced correctly accord-

ing to its spelling, or any word can be spelled correctly
according to its pronunciation.

We do not know the spel-

ling problem as the native speaker of English does-.
Phonemic Analysis of Vietnamese
The Structure of Spoken Vietnamese
Spoken Vietnamese exhibits two simultaneous structural
patterns like all other languages:
the grammatical system.

the sound system and

This study is dealing only with

the former, which itself consists of segmental phonemes
(tones, vowels, and consonants) that are the primary
interest of this analysis and suprasegmental phonemes
or prosodic features (juncture, intonation, and stress).
Since tone is an integral part of the syllabic nucleus
and is completely foreign to Indo-European languages,
it will be presented first as advised by Gleason,° for
those unfamiliar with the pitch phoneme are able to
read and understand the tone pattern associated with
words or morphemes given as examples in this paper.
The tones
Like other tonal languages, Vietnamese uses tone to
distinguish the meaning of words. Without the changing
of pitch, many words would have become homonymous. The
Gleason, An Introduction, p, 30.
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TABLE I:

V I E T N A M S E PHONEMES'^^
Tones

i

{/)

•

(•)

\Ia
(uV, tfa)
Vowels

(i)

lA l i e .

/

A

ye. ia)

0^ (d)

UA (uo,

ua)

(S)

e

(e)

A

(a)

^(o)

£

(e)

a

(a)

a' (a')

i/ (li)

u

(u)

Consonants
k (k, c)

h (h)

V (v)

1 (1)

g (g, gh)

^ (ng, ngh)

c (ch)

kh (kh)

t (tr)

s (s)

y (d)

n (nh)

t (t)

z (r)

th (th)

n (n)

b (b)

d (d)

f (ph)

m (m)

o

'i'The first coltmin contains phonemic symbols; the
second contains in parentheses the official spelling.

1^
change of pitch is so important in the tonal languages
that some linguists call it a phoneme,^ not a prosodic
feature.

Pitch phoneme is Gleason's term

to differ-

entiate the tone from the vocalic and consonantal phonemes.

Some others call it toneme.

Henry Sweet classi-

fies tone as one of the prosodic features.

According to

Jakobson's definition^a prosodic feature is "displayed
only by those phonemes which form the crest of the syllabic and it may be defined with reference to the relief of the syllable or of the syllable chain,"
Tone should belong to prosodic features created by the
motion of the vocal cords along the line of the production of the vocalic nucleus.
Tone is not a distinctive feature in the IndoEuropean languages, hence to the speakers of those
languages, it seems very complicated and difficult
to learn.

In actual fact, it is not so hopeless;

It can be analyzed systematically as part of the
phonemic system.

Regardless of the number of tones

which are present in one tonal language, the basic
^ Foongfuang Kruatrachue, "Thai and English: A
Comparative Study of Phonology for Pedagogical Applications," a doctoral dissertation (Indiana University,
I960), p. 25.
Gleason, An Introduction, p. 2S4o
Roman Jakobson, Selected Writings (The Hague,

1962), pp, 47^-479.
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concept is very simple if we describe them in terms
of the binary opposition or the polarity principle
involving the polar terms such as high and low register and rising and falling pitch, in other words,
level or modulation features which may appear in the
same position in the sequence. The Vietnamese linguist
Dr. Le van Ly considers tone a prosodic feature in
Vietnamese comparable to the function of stress or
quantity in many Indo-European languages:

"L'ac-

centuation affecte plutot certaines langues indoeuropeennes; pour le Vietnamien, la prosodie comporte seulement le ton." ^
follows:

Le defines the tone as

"un fait phonique, comportant des modu-

lations musicales, affectant 1'element vocalique
d'un signe vocal et pouvant faire changer le sens
''
'^
\
14
mtellectuel des mots possedant les memos phonemes."
One sound can have six different meanings if it is
pronounced with either different level features or
different modulation features. For example:IS
^
1. La

/la/

: to shout

2. La

/la/

: a leaf

12
Jakobson, Selected Writings, pp. 464-503»
13
Le van Ly, Le parler vietnamien: Sa structure
phonologique et morp'hologique fonctionelle (Saigon,
1960), p, 121.
; '•'
-^^Le, p, 122,
-^The description of these tones will be given
below.
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3. la
?

/la/

: to be; to iron (northern
dialect)

9

4. la

/la/

: tired out

5. la

/la/

: strange, queer

/la/

: cold (water)

/\/

6. la

The diacritical symbol which represents the tone
in most cases is put above the syllabic element or
strongly above the first element of a diphthong if
any. The Hue dialect has five contrasting tones
distributed into two groups: level and modulation
1^
(intersyllabic and intrasyllabic phenomena).
The
examples will be given in official spelling, phonemic
transcription, and English translation. Furthermore,
I will use a musical scale to represent this "pseudomusical" aspect of the language,^
The dialect described^in this paper jioes not
distinguish between tone 4, la, and tone 6, la, in pronunciation; however, the meaning is recognized from
the context,
^ V e northern dialects have six; the central,
including the dialect described, and the southern have
only five,
1d

"Intersyllabic feature is the pitch level of one
syllable in contrast with that of another. Intrasyllabic
feature is the higher or lower register of one portion
of the nucleus syllable in contrast v/ith the other of
the same syllable.
The musical notation I shall use here to represent the tones does not by any means correspond to
all cases. This is described after my own pronunciation, checked with a few friends of mine (all women).
The pronunciation of course varies with the region,
community, or even the individual.
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Group I:
/ / unmarked in orthography; denotes a high
level tone at the level of the musical
note La, e.g,:
ba

/ba/

:

three

ma

/ma/

:

ghost

/•^/ denotes a mid-level tone, or musical
note M i , e,g.:
ba

/ba/

:

madam, grandmother

ma

/ma/

:

relative pronoun ^which,^
^that,^ or a final particle
which usually becomes /m

/

(weak stress)
/ / written as a dot under the syllabic
element.

It is a low-level tone, musi-

cal note Do, e.g.:
ba

/ba/

:

a bound form of a compound
word "bay b a " /b y ba/ means
^wrongly^ or ^v/rong^

ma

/ma/

:

rice seedling or ^mom*

(mother)

Group II:
/y

denotes a modulation of pitch starting at
a mid-level and ending vjith a glottal stop,
e o g, o
7

7

ba

/ba/

:

residue, a bait

ma

/ma/

:

a grave
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/ V denotes a modulation of pitch starting at
a low level and keeping the same level a
moment before ending up at a higher level
(contour pitch), e.g.:
ba

/ba/

:

Chinese loan word meaning
^father^s older brother^; a.
proper name

ma

/ma/

: 'cheek!; »mora» (mother, widely
used in the South)

As presented on pages 19 and:20v^^there-3reoslx: symbols
in the orthography of .the-.language, which affect the meaning
of the individual words and phonemicize them, yet in the
Hue dialect, we have only five contrasting tones; ma
and

ma

are pronounced the same, but they are two

different words with different meanings:
ma

/ma/

: 'a grave'

ma

/ma/

: ^a horsed (Chinese loan word)

The meaning is detected only when the word appears in
context.
Tones presented on the musical scale
low

high
mid

contour
glottal

5—^ V
V
rm
ma
ma ma
rr
ma
Distribution of tones and their allophones. Theoretically speaking, every syllable element can receive
one tone, and only one.

In actual fact, the tones do
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not occur freely on all syllables; they are restricted by
segmental features—the type of the nucleus and the type
of final consonant.
All the tones can occur with final vowels as far as
the possible combinations of sound are concerned, although
some resulting sounds may not happen to be real words
with

lexical meaning.

The tones are slightly glottal-

ized when they are distributed on the final vowels, the
simple and the complex.
Words ending with a stop occur only with the high
rising tone (or contour pitch), and the low level tone
words ending with a nasal occur freely with all the five
tones.
Tp_ne_s_

Syllable Finals
High
Vowel

x

Mid

Low

Glottal

Contour

X

X

X

X

Stop after vowel
Nasal after vowel

X

X

x

X

X

X

The vowels
The vowel is the nucleus of words in Vietnamese.
Each word contains one or a group of vowels with or without a consonant preceding or following.
It is customary to use three main dimensions to describe vowels:
The position of the tongue:

high vs. low
front vs. back

The position of the lips:

rounded vs. unrounded
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Eleven Vietnamese pure or simple vowels are arranged
in the following chart according to those dimensions:

Vietnamese Vowels-!='!'

Cardinal Vowels-

Front
*

LV^--^._ Central
High\ ^-••---^v-^ V

Back

Back

Mid

Low
Front
Back

^^This diagram is adapted from Daniel Jones, An Outline of English Phonetics (New York, 1962), pp. 36 and 3^
'i^'^The Vietnamese vowels are arranged in Joneses
vowel diagram to show the similarity between the Vietnamese and Cardinal vowels.
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Phonetic; description of vowels
The front Towels /i, e, s./
/i/ is the high front unrounded vowel.

It is

produced with the maximum front elevation
of the tongue.
Vietnamese ^

di

French-^^

lit

English

to see

/di/

»to go»

/li/

»bed»

/si/

/e/ is the higher mid-front unrounded vowel.
It is produced with the elevation of the
tongue lower than that of /i/,
Vietnamese

de

French

ete

/de/
/ete/

Myke*
^summer^

/£/ is the lower mid-front unrounded vowel.
It is produced with the elevation of the
tongue lower than that of /e/,
Vietnamese

Me

French

me're

English

bet

/me/

'mother*

/msr/
/b^t/

The central vowels /u, or', /\ , a/
/i// is the high central unrounded vowel. It
is produced like the back rounded /u/ with
the same tongue height yet with the lips
spread.

It is found neither in French nor

1^
Examples are given in the following order: key
words, phonemic transcription, and English translation.
IQ
I use French examples here, for those who know
French can thus recognize and pronounce the Vietnamese
phonemes with more accuracy.
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in English,

It is close to the Turkish

unrounded /+/,

/d/

tt?^

/tu^V

'from*

x\jt

/stfV

'country*

is the unrounded counterpart of /o/. It
is produced with the same articulation
but with the lips neutral,
chd*
bcj

/co'V
/bcf* /

^to wait*
* shore* (seashore)

It can be compared with French /<^/ as
i^ .jeune, yet the Vietnamese /d/

is pro-

duced with the lip aperture more open.
/A/

is the lower mid-central vowel.

It can

be considered as a short nasalized
counterpart of /d*/ which is longer in
quantity and different in distribution.^*
/a/ is the low central unrounded vowel.

It

is articulated with the lips neutral,
ba

/ba/

'three*

la

/la/

'to scold'

French

la

/la/

English

father

article 'the* (feminine)

/faiSar/

Its duration is longer in comparison with
its nazalized counterpart /a/.

It is des-

cribed by some linguists as a diphthong
/SLB/

or by R, Jones and H. S, Thong as /a:/.

'I'See the examples on page 31*
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The back vowels /u, 0,3, a/
/u/ is the high back unrounded vowel. It is
produced with the maximum back elevation
of the tongue,
Vietnamese

du

/yu/

'umbrella'

vu

/vu/

'a nurse' (governess)

French

doux /du/

English

blue

'sweet, gentle'

/blu/

/o/ is the higher mid-back unrounded vowel.
Vietnamese

co

/ko/

'Miss* or 'a woman
teacher'

French

tot

/tok/

nos

/no/

beaux /bo/

'good*
'our'
'pretty,' 'handsome*

IZ>I is the lower mid-back rounded vowel. This
sound is "intermediate" between (a) and (o),
Vietnamese

French

lo

/iV

'worry'

nho

/no/

^ grape'

tort

/tor/

'wrong'

It occurs in the British pronunciation of
words like hot, not, and lawn,
/a/ is the fairly back unroimded nasalized
vowel. This sound is exclusively Vietnamese.
mat

/mak/

'eyes'

bat

/bak/

'to arrest, to catch'

This vowel is considered by some linguists

2S

as the short member of /a/; it is different from /a/ in that it can never occurin the final position and is followed
restrictedly by a certain number of
consonants.
Resides eleven simple vowels, there are three socalled complex vowels: /iA, lia, U A / , each of which
L. V. Ly in Le parler vietnamien 20 considers a unique
phoneme.

He classifies them as a group of vocalic pho-

nemes with the lip aperture in between two sets, the
first one /i, u, u/ with the lip aperture minimum and
the second /e, o,
second degree.

o/ with the lip aperture at the

He uses the degree of the lip aperture

to describe the vowels as follows:
1st degree:

±

\f

u

2nd degree:

e

o^

o

3rd degree:

e

A

D

4th degree:

a

a

His complete chart of the Vietnamese vocalic phonemes
appears in the following order:21
i

li

u

iA

lia

UA

e

(
^

/\

0

^

a

a

0

^^See "caractere monophonematique" des /iA , ua, u/*/
that he writes /ie, wc?, uo/, p. 56ff.
21Le , p „ 5 ^
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Distribution of vowels and their allophones^^
All the simple vowels except /a" and A / occur freely
in all positions, initially, medially, and finally.

They

even can form a syllable or an utterance by themselves.
Examples:

A/
im

/im/

chim

t.silence'

/cim/

chi

y

:

/ci/

/iV

: ',' ' b i r d '
:

:

'elder sister'

'idea'

/i/ has an allophone, short [l],

when followed

by a dental /t/, bilabial:/p/, or palatals /c
and n/;
thit

[thtt]

dip

L^fp]

chich
dinh

[cic]
fyinl

:
•

'meat'
'occasion'

:
:

'give a shot'
'sticky'

It is longer when it occurs by itself as a
significant element as in
y

/i/

:

'him*

22
Le van Ly in Le parler vietnamien does not accept
any allophone in the Vietnamese phoneme system. He says:
"Tous ces phonemes se caracterisent par leur nettete^ de
realization, , lis se trouvent partout les memes avec les
caracteres definis de leur categorie et ne sont influence''s
par le voisinage d'aucun autre phoneme, Autremendit, les
phonemes vietnamiens ne connaisent pas de variants combinationes," p, 20, I would not agree with him because I
can find allophones of some phonem.es even in the dialect
he describes (Northern) since I can speak this dialect
also, and in addition, I have as informants the Vietnamese students at school who speak the same dialect.
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or in the final position or followed by other
consonants.
/e/
ve

/ve/

'A

tet
em
e

:

'to come back'

/tet/
/em/
/e/

:
:

'new year'
'comfortable'

:

'aching feeling'

Like /i/, /e/ has an allophone, shorter fej,
when followed by a dental /t/ and palatals
/c, n/,

em

/tm/

:

'younger sister or brother'
(vocative)

dem
be'^
e

/d£m/
°

/b^V
/e/

:

:

'bring'
'small'

'lest'

/&/ cannot be followed by dental /t/ or palatals /c and n/, yet its quantity is shortened
when it is followed by /p/ as in
dep
/a/
la

/dfp/
/la/

lam

/laV

anh

/an/

a*

:

/a/

'pretty'
'to scold or scream'

:
:

^to work, to make, to do'
'elder brother'

exclamation of surprise or joy

/aV
This phoneme cannot occur by itself and in the
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final position.

It is considered to be a short

counterpart of /a/, ^
an

/an/

tat

:

/tak/

'to eat'
:

'to turn off the light'

/A/

Like /a/, this phoneme / A / cannot occur by itself to form a significant element or occur in
the final position.

It is considered to be a

short counterpart of /c?/.
/A

/AP/

ap
tap

'farm or ranch' or 't

:
:

/tAp/

'to practice'

M/
/sif/

xu

\

Cling

t/
^'

:

l^^^l
/ti3>

* country'

:

'hard'

'from*

:

*yes* (colloquial term)

/J/ ^

1^1
sc5

/so/

'to be afraid*

:

•

S(5m

6t

/^k/

i' 1^) ^
M
thu

:

/s6m/

/thu/

-^Le, p. 26.
2^Le, p. 26.

'early'
'red pepper'

:

'to dwell'

:

'autumn'
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/kuk7

ClIC
1

:

'chrysanthemum'

/uk/

ut

the youngest child in a family,
the baby daughter or son

/u7

u

:

'to win' (a card game)

hi
A

/vo/

VO

'to enter, to come in'

tot

/tok/

:

'good'

A

/013Y

:

'sir'

ong

/oV

0 '.

surprise (exclamation)

/v
cho

/co/

/ok/

o

'to give'

/toyf^/

trong
oc

:

/o/

:

:
:

'inside'

'brain, mind'
'aunt'

The three complex vowels can form an utterance by
themselves.

They occur freely in all positions like the

simple vowels.

This is one of the reasons why they are

classified as unique phonemes because the diphthongs
cannot occur as freely as the simple vowels.
/lA/
chia

/CIA/

biet

/biAk/

yeu
ia

:

/iAw/
|1^|

:
:

:

*to divide'
'to know'
'to love'

'go to the bathroom'

/ua/

m\fa

/raifa/

:

'rain'
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biicJng
\!St
ila

/bilay
/ilak/

:
:

/lia/

'stubborn'
'wet'

:

'to like'

/UA/

mua
muon
'A

uong
'^
ua

/muA/

:

*to buy*

/muAT]/
/UAV
/ ^ /
/UA/

:

General remarks.

:

' t o want*

:

*to drink*

exclamation of surprise

All the vowels are shorter when

they are followed by the voiceless stops /t, p, c/ and
the nasal palatal /n/ than when they are unchecked.

In

the final position, all the vowels, simple and complex,
are slightly glottalized.
Besides 14 vowels, Vietnamese has two semivowels,
one front and one back:

/y, w/.

They serve as glides

in many types of combinations of diphthongs.
either precede or follow a vowel phoneme.

They can

The tongue,

in the production of a glide or a semivowel, is normally
at a higher elevation and more front or more back in
comparison with the peak vowel with which it is combined
We have on-glide and off-glide according to the position
of the glide in the combination,
On-glide:

the semivowel follows the vowel

which forms the syllabicity of the sequence:
/ay/

in

tai

/tay/

:

*ear*

/aw/

in

.vao

/vaw/

:

*to enter'
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Off-glide:
va

the semivowel precedes the vowel:

/bya/

que

: . 'and' (Saigon dialect only)

/kw^/

:

'a stick'

When the semivowels /y, w/ occur initially
followed by a vowel, they take the place of
consonants and become voiced:
da

/y^t/

:

'yes' (polite)

oe

/we/

:

cry of a newborn baby

The consonants
The consonant phonemes are the nonsyllabic sounds
which precede or follow a vowel nucleus or a syllabic
sound in Vietnamese to form a word.
Twenty consonant phonemes are found in Vietnamese.
They are described in terms of point of articulation
and manner of articulation.

These phonemes are presented

in the following chart:

Stops

Fricatives

Labial

Dental

Palatal

Velar

p>i^

t th t

c

k

b

d

f

s

m

V

S

kh

h

z

n

4^
o

n

rv)

1

Lateral
Semivowels

g
•

V

Nasals

Glottal

w

y

'''/p/ is a voiceless counterpart of /b/; it never occurs
in the initial position except in a few loan words; it is a
defective phoneme and is therefore omitted here as a phoneme
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Phonetic description of consonants
The stops: /b, t, d, th, t, c, k, g/
/b/ is the voiced unaspirated bilabial stop;
it is produced with full phonation and
with strong energy (fortis),
/t/ is the voiceless unaspirated dental stop,
/d/ is the voiced unaspirated dental stop,
/th/ is the voiceless aspirated alveolar; it
is produced with a strong aspiration,
/t/ is the retroflex alveolar stop, articulated
with the retroflex tip of the tongue at the
back of the alveolar ridge,
/c/ is the voiceless unaspirated palatal stop,
articulated with the front of the tongue
against the hard palate,
/k/ is the voiceless unaspirated velar,
/g/ is the voiced equivalent of /k/.
The fricatives: /f, v, s, s, z, kh, h/
/f/ is the voiceless labiodental; it is produced with a weak friction,
/v/ is the voiced counterpart of /f/.
/s/ is the voiceless postdental sibilant; it
is approximately like the English /s/,
/s/ is a fricative articulated like the English
/s/ with retroflexion of the top of the
tongue back farther behind the alveolar
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ridge with weak friction; it is voiceless.
V

/z/ is the voiced retroflex alveopalatal fricative; its articulation is like that of /s/
but with a vibration of the vocal cords,
/kh/ is the voiceless palatovelar aspirant.
/h/ is the voiceless aspirated glottal fricative.
The nasals : /m, n, n, 'vj /
/m/ is the voiced bilabial nasal; it is like
the French or English /m/.
/n/ is the voiced apico-alveolar,
/n/ is the voiced hard palatal nasal; it is
like the Spanish /n/.
/'V)/ is the voiced velar nasal; it is articulated like the English /o^ / as in sing.
The lateral: /l/
/l/ is the voiced frictionless lateral in
postdental position; there is only one
lateral in Vietnamese,
The glides: /w, y/
/w/ is a voiced bilabial continuant when it
precedes a vowel forming an utterance,
/y/ is a voiced palatal continuant preceding
a simple vowel or a complex vocal nucleus
to form a syllable.

This phoneme in the

initial position is characteristic of the
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central and southern dialects. It is replaced by /z/ in the northern dialects.
Distribution of consonants and their allophones
Vietnamese consonants can occur either initially or
finally but never medially.
The initial consonants. All the consonant phonemes
can occur initially, followed either by a simple vowel or
a diphthong:

M
/ba/

ba

'three'

:

bay

/bay/

:

'to fly'

ban

/ha^/

:

'to sell'

/t/
/ti/

ti
tien
tau

:

'the headquarters'
:

/tiA^V

/tau/

'money'
'I* (familiar)

:

'

/d/
/di/

d-i

'to go'

:

doi

/doy/

:

'to change'

den

/den/

:

'to arrive'

/tha/

:

'to acquit*

/th/
tha
7

thai

/thay/

:

*to fire' (an employee)

thim

/thim/

:

'the uncle's wife'
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A/

/n/

tri
»

'to govern'

trdi

/tcJ-y/

' sky'

tren

/ten/

'above'

/c/
cha

/ca/

'Father'

?

chui

/cui/

Chung

/cuij/

'a broom'
:

'in common'

/k/
ky
keu
cong

/ki/

:

'to sign'

/kew/

/ko>,7

*to call'
:

'bended'

/g/
ghe

/ge/

'chair'

gao
J'
gang

/gaw/

'rice'

/ga^yj/

'to make an effort'

/f/
pho

/foV

'town'

phai

/fay/

'right'

phan

/fX^/

'powder or chalk'

/v/

va
vui
vang

/va/
/vui/
/Y/V^/

'and*
'glad'
'yes' (polite--for the inferior
to the superior)
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hi
xa

/sa/

*far'

o
o

xau

/sAu/

«

xin

/sin/

o

^ugly'

0

'to beg'

Q

>CQ

si

o
a

/si/

'stubborn'

h&yl

sai

'wrong'

/

h^&i)l

siicJn g

:

'happy'

hi
•

h^i

ra

'out'

•

•

rau

/zr\V!/

rieng

0
o

/ziA

V

'unhappy'
:

'privat

/kh/
kho

/kho/

khoi

:

'difficult'

/khway/

khong

/khorjV

'smoke*
:

^no'

hi
7

hi
hoa
/

hat

7.

/hi/

:

'to blow' (one's nose)

/hwa/

::

'flower'

/hak/

;:

'to sing'

hi
ma

/ma/

:

'ghost'

mai

/may/

:

'tomorrow'

mat

/mak/

:

'eyes'
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hi
:

hoi

/

no
noi

*he'

/nway/

nong

:

/nor|7

(to the

inferior)

*to s p e a k '
:

'hot'

/n7
nha

/naV

:

'house'

nhai

/nay/

:

' t o chew'

nhan

/SAV

:

'a ring'

hi
nga

/ria/

'Russia'

:

ngay

/^ay/

:

' t o snore'

ngam

/r^am/

:

' t o behold'

hi
la

/la/

:

'to scold'

lai

/lay/

:

'to drive' (a car)

lajfn

/lam/

:

'very much'

The semivowels /w, y/ can become voiced consonants
when they occur initially and serve to release the following syllabic sound as a proper function of a consonant ,
/w/ is a voiced bilabial consonant which forms
the labialization of the following vowel:
(khoc) oa

/wa/

:

'to cry suddenly*

oai

/way/

:

'tired'

oai

/way/

:

'imposing'

/y/ is a voiced palatal consonant when it
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occurs initially and forms with the following vowel an utterance:
da

/ya/

:

gianh

/yan/

du do

/yu

'skin'
:

yo/

'a branch' (of a tree)
:

'to seduce'

/p/ mentioned previously as a defective phoneme which occurs finally as an allophone
of /b/ in complementary distribution does,
however, occur in the initial position in
a few loan words:
/pik-Ap/

:

'pick up'

/pin/

:

French loan word 'battery'

/pip/

:

'tobacco pipe'

/pivj-pc^j'V

•

'table tennis'

In some dialects, especially southern,
people substitute /b/ for this initial /p/.
So it is reasonable to classify [p] as an
allophone of /b/.
Final consonants. There are only eight consonants
which occur in the final position.

With the exception of

/p/ all others can also occur in the initial position:
/t, k, c, p, n, 09 , n, m/„
The first four are voiceless stops; the remaining
are their corresponding nasals.

Since in the Vietnamese

system we never find a voiced phoneme in the final position, we can say that it is /p/ which occurs finally and

k2
never /b/. These final consonants are in fact analyzed
as allophones of the corresponding phonemes in the initial position.

They differ from their initial allophones

in not being released and in being less tense or fortis.
Examples:
dat

/dAk/2^

het

/het/

tich

/tic/

'earth'
'the end'

:

:

'vestige'

dep

/d£-p/

:

'beautiful'

A

/nen/

:

'had better'

nen
9

bang
f

ganh
mem

/bay25 .. :
/gan/
/mem/

:
:

'board'
'a burden'

'soft'

^^Final [ kj and ['^} are labialized after back
rounded vowels and become [ k ^ and f.^"^Jrespectively,
6 og . •

hoc
cue
6ng

LhokH
:
rkuk'^j
:
[O^^'^Ji •

' t o study'
'chrysanthemum'
^ ^ ^ ' °^ ^^^
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TABLE II: INITIAL CONSONANTS AND VOWEL COMBINATIONS^^
i

e

e . a a A i i ' d ' u o

b

X

X

X

X

-

-

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

t

X

X

X

X

-

-

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

th

X

X

X

X

-

-

t

3

C

X

C-

X

X

X

X

-

-

X

X

X

X

k

X

X

X

X

-

-

X

X

X

kh

X

X

X

X

-

-

X

X

g

X

X

X

X

-

-

X

f

X

X

X

X

-

-

-

V

X

X

X

X

X

S

X

X

X

X

Z

X

X

X

X

h

X

X

X

X

-

m

X

X

X

X

-

n

X

X

X

X

n

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

-

-

X

X

X

X

1

X

X

X

X

-

-

X

X

X

X

w

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

-

X
X

X

-

X

-

X

X

X
-

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

x

X

X

X

X

-

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

«

X

X

X

X
X

X

-

X

X

-

X

oiAifauA

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

-

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

- x x x x x x
-

-

-

X

X

X

X

X

x x x x x x

'!=This is one type of syllable structure (C-f-V).
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Table H (continued)
Remarks:
1.

The lowercase x denotes occurrences, and the

hyphen (-) indicates nonoccurrence.
2.

/a', A / are nonfinal; therefore they cannot as-

sociate with any consonant to form an utterance of this
type (see the examples of /a/ and / A / in the vov7el section) ,
3.

Besides /a/ and /A/, some vowels cannot be com-

bined with certain consonants to form the syllable which
is significant (C + V ) , yet they can be associated with
those consonants if followed in turn by other consonants
as final ( C + V + G ) , for example:
phiic

/fJk/

:

a bound form which occurs
after the verb /thhm/

'smell

very good'
phii6ng

:

'a district'

viing

/vui^/

:

'stable'

miing

/m\fV)/

:

'glad'

nhiet
4.

/f^ar^l

/niek/

:

*to abuse'

The phoneme |^I/ can precede /d/, but the com-

bination will sound close, to.the complex nucleus /ifa/.
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TABLE III: VOWELS AND FINAL CONSONANT COMBINATIONS^!^

Bilabials

Dentals

Palatals

p

m

t n

c

n

1

X

X

X

X

X

X

e

X

X

X

X

X

L

X

X

m

-

Velars

Glides

k

1^

y w

X

-

-

XX

-

-

XX

-

-

—

-

-

XX

X

-

X

X

-

-

XX

-

X

a

X

X

-

-

XX

XX

u

X

X

-

-

XX

X

-

0

X

X

-

-

XX

X

-

0

X

X

-

-

XX

-

-

0

X

X

-

-

XX

X

-

a

X

X

XX

XX

XX

iA

X

X

-

-

XX

« _

ua

X

X

-

-

XX

X

-

UA

—>

_

-

-

XX

X

-

A

*The table is compiled from the examples given in
Le van Ly, Le parler vietnamien, sa structure phonologique et morphologique fonctionelle (Saigon, I960),
pp. 74ff.
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The consonant clusters.

If we consider the sequences

dw

in dwell

kw

in quicky quack

4-

. ^ . 26
in
twine

tw

as initial consonant clusters, Vietnamese has a number of
clusters of this type (C+(i/^), and only this type of consonant combination is possible in Vietnamese.

In fact

all consonants (except the phoneme /f/) can be followed
by (w) to form a combination in the initial position :^'^
qui

/kwi/

9

khoe
goa

,

:

'devil'

9

/khw€/

:

/gwa/

:

'strong'
'widow or widower'

riguy

//Kjwi/

:

'dangerous'

choe

/cw^/

:

'a big vase'

icoa

/swa/

:

'to erase'

doa
nhoai

/ywa/

:

'to threaten'

/nwai/

truy (na)

:

'to stretch out' (one's body)

/twi (na)/

:

'to search for some

o

criminal'
suy (d'oi)\
/swi (doy)/
:
'to degenerate'
toa
/twa/
:
'a mansion^ a palace'
doi*^

/dway/

:

'to be hungry'

26
C, Co Fries, Teaching and Learning English as a
Foreign Language (Ann Arbor, Mich,, 1963), P» 17.
'Most of these examples are taken from Le van Ly,
p. 119-
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thue

/thwe/

*to rent a house or hire
a person'

hue

/hwe/

ft
ft

'lily'

loa

/iwa/

ft
ft

*a loudspeaker'

boi'!*

/bway/

•

'to read one's palm, one's
fortune'

/

vol'''

/vway/

0

o

'to stretch out one's hand,

moi*

/mway/

ft ft

to reach something far'
'Negro'

noi*

/nway/

o

'to speak'

Remark,

ft

The words mark :ed with an asterisk are

characteristic for the dialect described in this paper.
Speakers of the northern dialects will pronounce the
vocal nucleus as / o y / instead of /way/ as in the Hue
dialect.
As stated above, this type of combination (C-f-w) is
t h e only type of consonant cluster which occurs in Vietnamese.

If, on the other hand, we describe those conso-

nants as labialized when followed by the glide [ w j , we
can conclude that Vietnamese does not have any consonant
clusters at all.

The fwj glide which follows those ini-

tial consonants can serve to signal the lip rounding b e fore the previous consonant is released with the following vocal nucleus.

We should not confuse the pronuncia-

tion of the sequences / w i / with /uy/.

The former is

produced with the (wj glide to the position of / i / :

4^
7

qui

/]<i^l/

buy

/hwi/

*to destroy'

luy

/Iwi/

'the outpost'

tuy

/XJ^II

'marrow'

:

'devil'

?

while the latter is a combination of the fu3 sound and
the j^y) glide. This diphthong is produced with the position of the tongue of the fu] sound, then continues to
the (y] glide:
?

cui
7

/kuy/

'wood'

/huy/

'leprosy'

/luy/

'to run away'

/tuy/

'self-pity'

hui
lui
tui
As a monosyllabic language, Vietnamese does not
have any medial or final consonant clusters. That is,
if we do not count the "written" consonant cluster in
the initial or final position such as:
ng, ngh, nh, tr, th, ch, and ph
Each combination of two or three letters represents
a unique sound which is different from each of the letters
I shall adopt the term "phonogram"

here for the symbol

representing a single phoneme. It is remarkable that the
phonograms (gh) and (ngh) are followed only by front
vowels /i/ and /e/ or a diphthong beginning with the fy ]
glide, while (g) and (ng) can appear with a broader range
^^Ralph M. Williams. Phonetic Spelling for College
Students (New York, 196O), p. 6.
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of vocal nuclei.
A compound word is usually written with a dash in
between.

In most cases, the second member is a bound

form which cannot occur by itself in isolation:
diu-dang
dep-de

/yiw-ya'V|/
/dep-dfe/

:
:

'gently, sweetly'

'beautifully'

Although the second element of the compound begins with
a consonant, it cannot be considered as a medial consonant of the utterance because the two elements are produced clearly as two syllables within one breath; the
pause between the two is shorter than the pause between
two separate words, or between junctures, but we still
recognize the pause there:
ci/c-lifc

/kifk/liik/

:

adverb meaning
'with all one's heart'

This form cannot be pronounced /ktfklilk/. At one time in
history, some writers suggested writing these compound
words (two syllable words) as one form, yet some of the
resulting forms become unrecognizable and unintelligible
such as:
phat-hanh

:

'to circulate' (magazines or
newspapers)

In one form without the dash, it will be phathanh.
cannot know where the morpheme boundary is.
phat/ha^nh :
down a wall.'

'to circulate' or pha/thanh :

We

It can be
'to break

On the other hand, the distribution of
TEXAS TECHNOLOGICAL COLLfcUE
LUBBOCK* TEUXA8
LIBRARY
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tone makes it clear that each word or syllable bears only
one tone.

This is a kind of demarcation which will sig-

nal the morpheme or word boundary.
Of all the combinations of phonemes possible in
Vietnamese, a word cannot have more than three phonemes
(CVG),

The maximum structural pattern of the Vietnamese

syllable can be analyzed by using the following formula:
(C-j_) V

T

(G^)

The meaning of the symbols:
I.

C-j_
V

any vowel or V-,

T

tone

C2
II.

C or Cw

C

final consonant
any consonant

Cw

labialized consonant

C -»-w

V,

complex vowel (IA, \ia, ua)

Prosodic features
Juncture
Junctures are the transition points between parts
of a sentence and between sentences.

In other words,

^^This formula is adopted from the one used by
F, Kruatrachue in her doctor's dissertation "Thai and
English: A Comparative Study of Phonology for Pedagogical Applications-(Indiana University, I960), p. 56.
3OR. B . Jones and Huynh Sanh Thong, Introduction
to Spoken Vietnamese (Washington, D.C., I960), p. 5.
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juncture is a term which designates the morpheme boundary, word boundary, or the demarcation line in a sentence.
In Vietnamese, juncture is singled out by the segmental
phonemes and the distribution of tone. Because of the
monosyllabicity of the language, every syllable is a
significant element, separated from others by a very
slight pause, presented in written form by a space, such
as in the monosyllabic words in English:
one / two / three / four / five / six
As described in the consonant section, a syllable
may be one of the following types:
V
VC
, -j- tone
CV
CVC

;

In addition to the segmental phonemes signaling the
morpheme and word boundary, the distribution of tones
helps make the whole picture clear:
receive only one tone.

Each syllable can

In orthography, Vietnamese uses

the same system of punctuation as English to indicate
the limit of the immediate constituents in their respective hierarchy:
/,/

comma

( indicate the clause

/;/

semicolon

/ final juncture or

/:/

colon

internal juncture
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/o/

period

[indicate the sentence

/?/

question mark

Jfinal juncture or

/'./

exclamation point

[terminal juncture

The phrase juncture is symbolized by a single bar (/);
a double bar (//) is the symbol of the clause juncture;
and finally, the double cross (#) indicates the sentence
final juncture.
the I //

Usually, the /#/ juncture is longer than

I juncture, which.is,^ in .turn, longer than the

/ / / juncture, which, in fact, is simply a transition
between two phrases without any pause.

The monosyllabic

quality and the tone system of the language give "those
who are accustomed to the languages of Western Europe
the general impression of being underarticulated.

Al-

though the articulations are all precise enough, the resulting sounds seem to be made with little force, very
o1

softly and gently."-^
Intonation
In any tonal language, it is very hard to determine whether intonation is a distinctive entity or partially a result of the tone pattern.

Normally, the

term "intonation" refers to the musical rhythm of the
utterance.

It usually "applies to whole sentences,

though sometimes it may apply to a single phrase or
32
clause of a sentence or even to a single word."
The
^-^Emeneau, p. S,
3^Jones and Huynh, p. 5-
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tone pattern can also give the sentence, the clause,
the phrase, or even the single word this musical quality.

Paul Gouzien in his Manuel franco-tonkinois de

conversation confuses the two entities: the tone and the
intonation; under the heading "De 1'intonation" he
describes the tonesl33 Lado clearly states that "tonal
languages have an intonation system over and above the
tone system of its words. The intonation system of
tone languages tends to be a simple one limited to two
additional pitch phonemes occurring at phrase and sen34
tence final points."
This is true of the Vietnamese
language also.35
In general, intonation is rarely phonemic in Vietnamese.

It is affected by the distribution of tones

over the individual morpheme or the words. At the
sentence final juncture, the pitch level of the tone is
usually lov:er than that elsev/here, except for the yesno type of question, in which the voice always goes up,
and the pitch level of the tone of the final syllable
is higher than its ordinary pitch level:
Chieu nay chi co di chdi dau khong?
Ansv/er i n n e g a t i v e :

Kh^g.

33
(Paris, 1^97), see chapter "De.1'intonation,"
pp. 3-9.
^^Robert Lado. Linguistics across Cultures (Ann
Arbor, Mich., 1961), p. 47«
For a more complete picture of intonation in
Vietnamese, see Jones and Huynh, pp. 3-6.
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Translation:
Will you go out this afternoon?
No.
The "Khong" in the answer is said with a lower pitch
contour.
Stress
Like intonation, stress in Vietnamese is not phonemic; it is, on the other hand, very hard to define
its nature.

L, C. Thompson, an American linguist who

has a good knowledge of Vietnamese phonology, confesses
that his analysis of stress in Vietnamese is unsatisfactory.

Yet there is no doubt that Vietnamese utter-

ances are pronounced with different degrees of loudness.
It is observed that syllables vary in length in proportion to the loudness of stress; those with weak stress
are very short.

It seems to me, the emphasized word,

the most important word in an utterance, bears the
lowest degree of stress (emphatic stress),

Jones and

Huynh state that the last word in the phrase or the
sentence receives the strong stress,36

This is gen-

erally true but cannot be applicable to all cases.

36
Jones and Huynh, pp, 6->7

CHAPTER III
ENGLISH SECTION
Generalities
English is a Germanic language which shares fairly
considerable features with its sister languages.

How-

ever, it is in a course of development toward a simpler
and less inflectional type than other Germanic languages.
The term "American English" is coined to differentiate the language spoken by 1^0 million people in the
United States from the language spoken in the United
Kingdom:

British English,

The difference between Ameri-

can and British English is primarily in the pronunciation
of some words and in their respective accents. Even within the United States boundaries, the speech of the New
England states is markedly different from that of the
South, the Midwest, or the West Coast, Nevertheless,
"one type of pronunciation is not more correct than another. "•'• Correctness in pronunciation is a purely relative matter, and to "define a standard is to attempt the
impossible because in England and America there is no
standard....

Set the speech of New England as the Ameri-

can standard, particularly Boston, and you immediately
open a door to a storm of protests.

Do the same with any

-'•J. 0, Gauntlett, Teaching English as a Foreign
Language (New York, I96I), p. 5-
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other speech dialect, and the same thing would happen."^
Many linguists, therefore, agree on a Received Pronunciation (RP) and insist that it is only a standard,
never the. standard.

The analysis of English phonemes

described in this chapter is that of General American
English, the speech of "educated" English-speaking
people.

It is not restricted to any particular Ameri-

can dialect; "since none of the speech dialects is intrinsically superior or inferior to another,"-^ the
simplest and most advantageous phonological system for
teaching purposes will be chosen.
Since it is assumed here that teachers of English
have already acquired a fair knov/ledge of the sound
system of the target language, an elaborate and detailed
description of the English phonemes and suprasegmental
phonemes is not the purpose of this chapter.

The phono-

logical pattern is presented here in such a way that it
can be compared with the Vietnamese equivalent for pedagogical purposes.

I shall begin the analysis with seg-

mental phonemes (vowels and consonants) and then shall
discuss the prosodic features (juncture, intonation,
and stress).

The author is not responsible for the

2
Gauntlett, p. 1*
3Gauntlett, p. 7.
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analysis of the English phonemes which she found in
various books concerned with American and British English phonetics and phonemics except insofar as she
compares them with Vietnamese.
Phonemic Analysis of English
The Structure of Spoken English
The vowels
The inventory of the English vowel phonemes varies
from dialect to dialect, as does the pronunciation.
W. G. Moulton confirms that "it is impossible to present
a vowel system which is valid for all standard speakers
of American English,"^

The one presented in this chap-

ter is by no means representative of any particular
dialect.

H. A. Gleason in his An Introduction to Des-

criptive Linguistics lists nine vowels as simple, while
K, L. Pike in his Phonemics gives eleven in number, four
of which are considered as complex.

These four are also

found in Gleason's list of simple vowels'. C, C, Fries,
on the other hand, advocates eleven vowels as simple for
convenience sake and brings forth the difference between
the phonetic diphthongization of the vowel sounds Co, e,
1,^,

D ,€.J and the phonemic diphthongs [ai, au, oi J,

^W, G. Moulton, The Sounds of English and German
(Chicago, 1962), p. 73.
5c. C. Fries, Teaching and Learning English as a
Fnrei gn Language (Ann Arbor, Mich,, 1WJ>) , Pp. 12-13-
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E. Kruisinga

introduces a new term for the so-called

"long vowels" or diphthongized vowels:

"the free vowels"

/a/ as in father, farther
1^1

as in Lord, chaw

/i/ as in feed
/u/ as in food
in contradiction with the "checked vowels":
/ e/ as in fat
/e/ as in wet
/i/ as in hit
/o/ as in hot
/u/ as in good
/A/ as in much
With the addition of three "full diphthongs" of the
(i , u ) type fai, au, 3iJ and the glides, he exhausts
all the possible syllabic nuclei of English, A, A, Hill
in his Introduction to Linguistic Structures selects the
"over-all pattern" proposed by Trager and Smith for "the
reason that it is the most complete, consistent, and
simple analysis of English phonem^es in existence,"'
This vowel pattern is arranged in a diagram of three
columns and three rows representing the vertical and
^E. Kruisinga, A Handbook of Present-day English
(Over Den Dom Te Utrecht, 1925), pp. 98-100,
'A, A, Hill, Introduction to Linguistic Structures
(New York, 195^) pT~E\.
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horizontal position of articulation: front, central,
back and high, mid, low, respectively:
/i

i

u

e

9

o

9e, a

0/

These nine vowels are identified as either simple
or basic or short vowels.

From these nine, there may

be derived, in all, thirty-six different possible vocalic nuclei with three kinds of off-glide endings:
a glide to a higher and more front position:
a higher back, more rounded position:
more central unrounded position:

/y/; to

/w/; and to a

/h/. No single dia-

lect employs them all, but all thirty-six are found
somewhere among the English dialects, says Hill,
Actually there is no sharp boundary between monophthongs and diphthongs, but only a gradual transition.
In fact, "all English vowels, when measured carefully,
are bound to be diphthongs."*^

This explains the great

difficulty that native speakers of English have to face
when they learn French because French simple vowels are
pure monophthongs.
Normally we recognize twelve vov;el phonemes in
English systematized in a triangle which was originated
back in the seventeenth century with the first intro^Moulton, p. 57o
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duction of the notation of the vowel system by Hellwag,
thus developed later by the Russian linguist. Prince
Trubetzkoy, who used the point of articulation (Eigenton) and volume notation to generalize the vowel system
of all the languages which are in existence in the world.

Central

Front
High I

Mid

Back
U. Closed

Qy

These vowels can be arranged in Daniel Jones's
vowel diagram as follows:

Frpnt
High L^

Central

Back
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The linguists at the English Language Institute of
the University of Michigan such as Pike and Fries are
in favor of an eleven-vowel scheme:
9, a, u, u, o, ol

/i, i , e, & , se, ,-

and three diphthongs:

as in bux, bow, and boy.

/aJ, au, ot /

The famous British phoneti-

cian, Daniel Jones, makes a distinction between the
schwa /a/ and /A/, which he describes as pronounced
with lip spreading, with the soft palate in its raised
position, and with the vocal cords in vibration.^

It

is observed as different from /g/ in its quantity and
quality.

It is lower, more back, and stronger stressed.

On the other hand, according to Jones, /^/ has only one
allophone, while the nature of "the neutral vowel" is
"subject to slight variations depending on the nature of
the adjoining sounds,"

The inventory of the English

vowels is not unanimously agreed upon among linguists
yet.

The Michigan school in America considers [A] as a

variety of /9/0

Gleason transcribes but as /bat/, while

Jones has it /bAt/,

Karl Reuning and many American

phoneticians such as T, S, Kenyon, the author of American Pronunciation, C. E. Kautner, and R. West favor
Do Jones, An Outline of English Phonetics (Cambridge, 1962), p. 86.
See the vowel chart in Jones, p. 64,
11
Jones, p. 92,
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Jones's classification,

Reuning said that the

phone[/^J

is so markedly different from the schwa !«] that it is
not quite reasonable to classify it as a member of the
/o/

family.

In the words like

butter

/bAt3-r/

company

/kArap^ni/

the first syllable is obviously different from the second.

Kenyon classifies /e/ as different from
/d/

custom

/A/

above

/A/:"^^

/kAst^m/
/e-bAv/

Phonetic description of vowel phonemes and their allophones
/i/ is a high front unrounded oral vowel; it is,
in actual fact, a long vowel, sometimes
written with two dots to indicate its length
fi:) (Daniel Jones's system) or followed
by a fy]_ glide: fiy] '
eat
meat
bee

/it/
/mit/
/bi/

It occurs freely in all positions:

ini-

tial, medial, and final, as the above examples show,
/l/ is a higher mid-front unrounded oral
vowel; it is much shorter than its
•'-^T. S, Kenyon, American Pronunciation (Ann Arbor,
Mich,, 1951), P- 24.
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counterpart /i/ in quantity.

This pho-

neme, like other relatively short vowels,
does not occur finally:
it

/It/

sit

/sit/

/e/ is a mid-front unrounded oral vowel; it
is a diphthongized vowel actually and is
sometimes written with a small i following [e^) . All the so-called "long" or
diphthongized vowels occur freely in all
positions:
Amen

/emtn/

afraid
decay

/dt/

/^fred/
/drke/

age

/ej/

bait

/bet/

is a low front unrounded oral vowel; it
is a rather short phoneme:
add

/ ae,d/

bat

/b set/

/a/ is a low central unrounded oral vowel:
alms

/amz/

farm

/farm/

Pa
/o/

/pa/

is a low back rounded oral vov^el, sometimes written with a dotfo'JIto indicate
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its length:
awful

/of1/

bought

/bot/

saw

/so/

/o/ is a mid-back rounded oral vowel, sometimes written with a Cui-glide or a dot
to show its length and the rounding of
the lips: [ou], fo-j :
old
pole
sow

/old/
/pol/
/so/

/u/ is a high central or back, slightly
rounded vovj-el, sometimes written with
an i and a bar

i . This phoneme occurs

only in the medial position:
book

/buk/

look

/luk/

/u/ is a high back rounded oral vov/el:
ooze

/uz/

boot

/but/

clue

/klu/

/ A / is a lower mid-central vowel; it is more
back than /a/:
above
butter

/^bAv/
/bAtar/

It never occurs finally.
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/a/ is a non-high weak vovrel of variable quality determined mainly by the neighboring
phonemes.
tions.

It occurs freely in all posi-

In many dialects, it varies freely

Y7ith the short [i) :
above

/abAv/

tremendous
sofa

/tram^ndes/

/sof8/

Besides the number of vowels described above,
English has three diphthongs v/hich occur in all positions:
/ay/ or /ai/ is a lovr central high front gliding diphthong:
Irish

/ayris/

slide

/glayd/

bye

/bay/

/aw/ or /au/ is a low central high back rounded
gliding diphthong:
out
house
bow

/awt/
/havjs/
/baw/

/oi/ is a low back high front gliding diphthong
oil
boil
boy

/oil/
/boil/
/bol/
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All vowels are more or less nasalized before and
after nasal sounds.

All of them have allophones vary-

ing in length determined by the surrounding consonants.
In general, vowels are longest in stressed syllables
before voiced consonants, shorter before voiceless consonants and in polysyllabic forms not broken by juncture, and shortest of all when weakly stressed.

Vowels
also vary in height when they occur before semivowels.13
English semivowels /y, h, w/ serve as off- or onglides in combination with vowels according to the gliding direction of the main vowels, respectively.
The consonants
English has 24 consonant phonemes classified according to their respective point of articulation,
manner of articulation, and the presence or absence of
phonation.

They are distinguished from each other by

the distinctive features characterized by the three-way
distinction listed above.

The consonants in English

are patterned amazingly in pairs (except for the nasals)
voiced/ voiceless.

^3Hill, p. 65.
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Chart of English Consonants
Labials

Dentals

Palatals

Velars

P

t

c

k

b

d

V

Stops

f

Fricatives

Q

g

J

s

Glottal

-•

h

s

-&

V

Nasals

m

z
n

•

z

V

Liquids
Semivowels

w

Phonetic description of consonant phonemes and their allophones
The stops. The two sets of stops are distinct from
each other by the presence or absence of the vibration of
the vocal cords:
The voiceless stops /p, t, k/ are congruently patterned:
/p/ is bilabial
/t/ is alveolar
/k/ is velar
They have their respective allophones, the aspirated (p", t', k') when they occur initially and medially
before stressed vowels or initially with liquids /r/ and
/l/ (consonant clusters) and optionally finally.
peel
appear
plate

/pil/
/apir/
/plet/

ten

/t£n/

attend
traffic

/at^nd/
/trafik/

cat /katt/
occur /ekar/
claim /klem/

6g
The allophones unaspirated [p, t, k) take place
in the medial position before weak vowels or /r, 1,
m, n/ or after /s/:
paper

/pep^r/

beating

spell

/spel/

steam

/biti'V)/
/stim/

basket

/baskat/

skill /skil/

Other kinds of allophones, the unreleased fp'' ,
t"* , k""], are found before another stop and often finally:
leap

/lip/

napkin

heap

/napkm/

/hip/

hatpin

/hatpin/

seek /sik/
actor

/ ^tr/

/t/ alone has one more allophone: the single
flap [t] which occurs after a strong vowel and before
a weak vov/el. It is often voiced and very close to
(d) as in:
kitty

:

writing
latter

kiddy
:

:

riding
ladder

just to mention a few.
The phoneme /k/ has other types of allophones
conditioned by the follov7ing vowel: front or back,
respectively:
kid

/kid/

cat

/kaet/

cute

/ky^t/

The voiced stops /b, d, g/ are also congruently
patterned.

They are voiced counterparts of the voice-
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less stops /p, t, k/. They have the same features as
far as the point of articulation and manner of articulation are concerned.

They are kept distinct from

their respective partners by the presence of phonation:
The vocal cords vibrate when these phonemes are produced.

These voiced varieties can occur in any posi-

tion and have the same allophones in all positions:
boy

/boy/

den

/den/

baby

/bebi/

noodle

crab

/krie,b/

glad

goose /gus/

/nudl/

/gl^d/

wagon /wag^n/
dig /dig/

The variants in place of the articulation of /g/ are
like those of /k/.
The affricates^- . >/c,, .J J/jar e. alveopalatal voice--less and voiced affricates. The former is made up of
a voiceless blade stop followed by a voiceless alveolar brushing sibilant, and the latter is the same combination voiced.

Both have the same allophone in all

positions:
choice
teacher
match

/coys/
/ticar/
/md&c7

The fricatives.

Jean /Jxn/
budget

/bAjit/

judge /JTAJV

There are nine fricatives (spir-

ants) patterned symetrically in pairs, except the last
-^^F. Kruatrachue,"Thai and English: A Comparative
Study of Phonology for Pedagogical Applications," a
doctoral dissertation, Indiana University, I960, p. 6S,
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one which is a peculiar phoneme, the nature of which is
still in debate: /f, v; 0,

; s, z; h/:

/f, v/ are voiceless and voiced labiodentals.
They have one allophone in all positions:
fat

/f ae. t/

coffee
wife

/kofi/

/wayf/

vow /vow/
leaving /liviv)/
love

/IAV/

/O,^ / are voiceless and voiced interdentals.
They both have one allophone in any
position. Medial /O/ is rare,
thick

/Oik/

filthy
smith

/ftlOi/
/smiO/

/^^t/

that

although /jli)ow/
bathe

/beS/

/s, z/ are voiceless and voiced alveolar sibilants. They have one allophone in all
positions:
sea

/si/

kissing

/kisl^/

miss /mis/

zoo /zu/
roses /roz^z/
bows /bawz/

/s, z/ are voiceless and voiced alveopalatal
sibilants. They have one allophone each,
/s/ can occur in any position, while/z/
occurs only in the medial and final positions:
shoe /su/
washing
wash

/wasi/5/

/was/

measure

/mezar/

rouge /ruz/
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/h/ is a voiceless glottal oral fricative.
It occurs initially and medially.

In the

medial position, it becomes voiced intervocalically.
head

/h£4/

ahead

/ahsd/

/h/ is sometimes treated as a central
glide by some linguists (see the English
vowel section),
The nasals,

/m, n,'V)/ are voiced nasals, articula-

ted bilabial, alveolar, and velar, respectively.
/m, n/ occur in all positions; /19/ occurs only before unstressed vowels and finally:
meet

/mit/

submit
ham

/sAbmrt/

/h^m/

noon

/nun/

final
can

/faynl/

/kJen/

singing
bring

/siv)^}^/

/britp/

Before /t/ between a stressed and unstressed syllable, /n/ combines with /t/ to make a nasal flap:
hunting
The liquids,

/hAntjyj /
/l, r/ are liquids; the former is a

voiced alveopalatal.

It has an allophone, the so-called

clear (1), in the prevocalic position and a velarized, or
"dark," [1] in the postvocalic position.
/r/ is a retroflex different from /l/ in its lack
^Kruatrachue, p, 70,
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of the continuant quality.

It is sometimes treated as

a semivowel which has three main allophones:
(1) The off-glide or syllabic [d-] in the pre-final
and final position
(2) The frictionless flap-like fr) in the initial
and medial positions between vowels
(3) The fricative [^J (r upside down) before vowels
after /t, d/
far
chart
bird

/far/
/sart/
/bard/

run

/rAn/

fry

try

/tray/

butter

fairy

/fray/
/bAtar/

/f&ri/

/m, n, 1, r/ are syllabized when they occur in
syllable final after other types of consonants, /m, n,
17
1/ included, except for the sequence /im/.
In the initial position and before a stressed
vowel, the semivowel /y/ becomes a voiced palatal consonant, and the semivowel /w/, a voiced bilabial consonant :
you

/yu/

we

yes

/y£s/

water

beyond

/biya-nd/

/wi/

wave

/watr/
/wev/

1 % , Lo Trager and B, Bloch, "The Syllabic Phonemes of English," Language. XVII (I96I), 23^.
'^Kruatrachue, p. 71 •
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Consonant clusters."^^ "There are in English a
great many consonant clusters,... in initial or prevocalic position occur the following combinations,
39 in all":
Two elements:
pr

pray, press, prop, pry

tr

tray, tree, true, try

fr

fray, free, fruit, fry

gr

gray, grass, grew, greet

dr

dray, drew, drip, dry

kr

crew, crow, creed, cry

Or

through, throw, thread, thigh

br

brew, broad, bread, brown

sr

shred, shrink, shriek, shrewd

St

stay, stem, stone, still

sp

span, spend, spin, spoil

sm

small, smoke, smart, smear

sk

skin, scare, score, sky

sn

snow, snare, sneeze, snail

sf

sphere, sphinx, sphenoid, sphincter

si

slay, slow, sleep, sly

pi

play, plow, plea, ply

kl

, clay, claw, clue, close

bl

blow, blue, bleed, black

-'-^The tabulation of the consonant clusters is taken
from C, C, Fries, Teaching and Learning English as a
Foreign Language (Ann Arbor, Mich., 1963), pp. 17ff.
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fl

flow, flay, flee, fly

gl

glow, glue, glide, glass

dw

dwell, dwarf, dwindle

kw

quick, quack, quake, quell

tw

twine, twig, tweed, twelve

sw

swine, swear, swell, swim

hw

whine, where, why, which

Ow

thwart, thwack

fy

feud, few, fury, fuse

ky

cute, cube, cure, cue

my

mute, music, mule, mural

by

beauty, bugle, bureau, butte

py

pure, putrid, pupil, puny

vy

view

hy

hue, huge, human, humus

Three elements:
str

stray, string, straw, strap

skr

screw, scroll, scratch, script

spr

spray, spread, sprawl, spring

spl

splash, spleen, split, splice

skw

square, squint, squat, squeal

Besides these initial consonant clusters, there are
several medial and final consonant clusters in English,
-'-^To have a complete picture of consonant clusters
in all positions, see Shen Yao, English Phonetics (Ann
Arbor, Mich., 1962), pp. 151-153; and Fries, Teaching,
pp. 18-20.
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Many of the final clusters are the result of the
inflectional endings that English has in the plural of
nouns, in the third person singular of verbs^ and in the
preterit of verbs.
The consonants are generally lengthened before a
voiced consonant and slightly shortened before a voiceless consonant:
bend

/bend/

bent

/b£nt/

however the length is not significant unless it is a
case of gemination:
cup-board, pen-knife, red-dress
The prosodic features

20

Junctures
There are two main types of juncture: internal
juncture and terminal juncture.
Internal juncture or plus juncture which is
V7ritten /+/ occurs within the borders of a phrase,
at the morpheme boundary between the phonemes:
that stuff

/ ^3Lt +stAf/

that's tough

/-Satts +tAf/

a name

/at mm/

an aim

/an f em/

20The analysis of this section is drawn from Hill
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It is commonly written simply as a space.
Terminal juncture occurs at the ends of sentences
and of phrases.

There are three types of terminal

juncture:
(1) The "upturn" juncture of "rising inflection"
signals the end of a question or a phrase with the re~
spective pitch level and is s3rmbolized by a double
bar / // /:
John went home? //
I have two sisters // and two brothers #
(2) The dovrnturn juncture is primarily the sound
spelled Y/ith a period and written with a double cross
/#/c

It signals that the u.tterance is.complete, and it

can be therefore named as a sentence final juncture.
Let us use the example above:
I have two sisters // and two brothers #
(3) The single bar juncture / / / is level and
has neither upturn nor downturn.

This type of junc-

ture is simply the transition between the immediate
constituents which is characterized by a slight pause:
The sun's rays / meet #
The sons / raise meat #
When occuring in sentence final, the single bar "usually
creates the impression of an utterance left incomplete,
as if there were hesitation or something else that the
speaker might say^
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"...Johnny had to get his car—"
Her voice ended on an upward inflection, letting the
explanation hang suspended on the air.21
Intonation or pitch
It is npt feasible to treat this prosodic feature
quite satisfactorily because intonation rather belongs
22
to syntax, and syntax is poorly studied in English.
At any rate, it is observed that there are four relative pitch levels represented by the figures /l/ to
/4/, with /l/ for the lov/est and /4/ for the highest.
2

.. "

John

went

to

3
school

1
to

day #

This contour /23l/ followed by /#/ is typical of simple
declaration and also of the citation forms of single
words.
Pitch patterns in English are analyzed as inherent to the sentence as a v7hole. The pitch pattern
might be assigned to phrases or sentences:
2
1
2
I

3
2
2
2
think so / said Mary /
2
2
3 1 „
love my students #

A sentence can have more than one contour:
21See the illustration in Hill, pp. 23-26.
^^Robert Lado. Linguistics across Cultures (Ann
Arbor, Mich., 196l5, p. 47.

7^
2 2
He went

to

2 2 3 2 2 2
the movie / she went

2
3 1
to town #
The pitch contour can be summarized as follows: "It
is a pattern of pitch levels rising and falling from
a single peak and ending in a terminal juncture." -^
Stress
In English, stress or degree of loudness which
falls on individual words or phrases is phonemic,
i.e., it keeps the words or phrases in contrast:
differ

/ defer

record

/ record

blackbird

/ black bird

The four-stress system is to be regarded as the
normal one:
Primary stress is symbolized by ///.
Secondary stress is symbolized by /\/,
Tertiary stress is symbolized by /A/O
Weak stress is symbolized by j^j

.

or they may be presented by descriptive names:
Strong-loud
Loud
Weak-loud
Weak
-''Hill. Po 2^0
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Actually, in normal speech^ we.are concerned only with
the loudest stress (primary).
of English,

Stress is characteristic

It is a great difficulty to the foreigner

whose linguistic background is different.

In spite of

his mastery of the segmental phonemes of English, he
usually fails to recognize the loudness degree and
also fails to produce English utterances with the correct stress pattern, and consequently his speech is
hard to understand, e.g.,
white house ^^ white house
black board / blackboard
concert f-

concert

CHAPTER IV
PHONOLOGICAL CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS
OF VIETNAMESE AND ENGLISH^
The phonemic analysis which we have made of the two
phonological systems, Vietnamese and English, now enable
us to contrast the two patterns to reveal the conflicts
between them and to locate the troublesome contrasts,
the similarities and discrepancies of the two sound
systems, and thus the areas of difficulty for Vietnamese learners of English.
chapter.

This is the purpose of this

It is intended, furthermore, to be a guide in

the preparation of teaching materials in English for native speakers of Vietnamese since "it will soon be considered quite out of date to begin writing a text book
without having previously compared the two systems involved," and "the linguistic comparison is basic and
really inescapable if we wish to make progress and not
2
merely reshuffle the same old materials,"
The contrastive study will reveal the principal
problems in teaching English to Vietnamese learners.
The contrastive analysis is mainly based on
William G. Moulton, The Sounds of English and German
(Chicago, 1962); and Robert Lado. Linguistics across
Cultures (Ann Arbor, Mich., I961].
2
Lado, p. 4.
SO
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The problems can be listed as phonemic, phonetic,
allophonic, distribution, and spelling,3
Vietnamese and English Vowels
Simple nuclei:
Vietnamese

English

Front
Central
c6
Back

Back

Front

Front

Back

Complex nuclei
Centering Sequences
lA

[a

UA

ir

er

uz

or, etc

Rising sequences consist of the different combinations of simple elements and glides: /w, y/ in Vietnamese
and /w, y, h/ in English (see English vowel section),

vilth

3These items will be discussed in detail later along
the segmental analyses.

In some English dialects, fear /fir/ is pronounced
/fi'^/, their /ter/
is /'be^/,
poor /puvn-/ is /pua/, four
is /fDdTI In such dialects (New England) those vowels
can be compared to Vietnamese IA , tf , uA.

^2
uw iw ew €.w AW aw

iw ew ^ w aw aw uw ow ow

^y ay ey uy oy oy

iy ey atLj ay ay uy oy oy

iAw uaw

ih eh

etc,

adi ^h ah uh oh oh

The Vowels
Distinctions in Vietnamese
The two vowel charts show the phonetic difference
between the two vowel systems.

Seven out of eleven

Vietnamese simple vowels are identical with seven cardinal vowels as set up by Daniel Jones.^
except for /a, 6/

Nine vowels

(strictly speaking) are pure mono-

phthongs o In articulating Vietnamese vowels, the
tongue is generally higher (or more tense) than in the
articulation of the English approximates.

Thus, the

Vietnamese vowel /i/ is much more tense than the English
/i/.

The lengthening of the vowel is not phonemic in

Vietnamese,
The vowel distinctions which are unique to Vietnamese are/tf and ^(see their phonetic description in
the Vietnamese vowel section),

It is to be remarked

that all Vietnamese vowels are pronounced with noticeably greater tension of the muscles in the articulating
organs.

This is characteristic of most Vietnamese

vowels as compared with the nearest English correspondents:

Where in English the lips, the tongue, and the

^Daniel Jones, An Outline of En.ggish Phonetics
(Cambridge, 1962), pp, 31ff»
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other organs are more or less relaxed, in Vietnamese
they are tense.
Distinctions in English
Strictly speaking, no single English vowel is observed to be identical with any of the eight cardinal
vowels.

Nearly all English vowels are phonetically or

phoneraically° diphthongized.

They are normally pro-

duced with less energy than the Vietnamese,
phonemic in English.

Length is

The vowels unique to English are

/3e, u / (see their phonetic quality in the English vowel
section).
Features Common to Both Languages
Both languages use a good many syllabic clusters
or diphthongs, the results of the combination of simple
vowels with /y/ or /w/ glides.
Teaching Problems
Vietnamese students will substitute the Vieonaraese
equivalents for the English vowels x-\rhich are nonexistent
in their native language o They will fail to reco:;:aize
as well as produce English /se/

and /u/\

They '^:annoT

hear the contrast between /a/ and / ^ / , /^ / and /£/ ,

ci

6Pike analyzes /e/ and /o/ as in bait and boat as
phonetic diphthongs; Bloomfield, Trager, and others
analyze them as phonemic diphthongs, Lado, Linguistics,
p. 22.
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/u/ and /u/. To their ears, they do not sound distinct
as they do to the native speakers of English, e.g., a
Vietnamese would say /k^t/ instead of /k .^fe^t/ for cat.
Suit and soot sound alike to him with long (u). To
overcome this negative transfer is not quite a critical
problem.

The teacher needs to describe the full phonetic

qualities of the new sounds and then drill the students
into new habits for the production of those new sounds.
A list of contrastive words containing / ^ , a, £./ and
/u,u / is necessary for this purpose.
Allophonic problems arise when one sound is phonemic in one language but allophonic in the other. For
example, Vietnamese does have (±) and (ij , but the short
[i^ occurs only before voiceless stops and the nasal
/n/, hence a Vietnamese learner finds it difficult to
distinguish English /i/ and /l/ as separate phonemes.
Since all the vov^els except the relatively short
ones in both languages occur freely in all positions,
the distributional problem is not very troublesome.
In practice, English vov/els are not very difficult
for Vietnamese learners because both vowel systems can
be comparable in their respective quality: high, mid,
low with front (unrounded), central (unrounded), and
back (rounded).

Despite Vietnamese monophthongization,

Vietnamese students do not have real trouble with
English diphthongized vowels because of a good many
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diphthongs existing in Vietnamese.

Vietnamese students

might have difficulty in handling the English weak vowels /5/ and /a/.
In fact, most of the difficulties are not really
the types which will hinder communication. Nevertheless,
they sound foreign to the ears of the native speakers of
English and thus deserve sufficient attention.
The Consonants
Distinctions in Vietnamese
The Vietnamese and English consonant chart shows
the phonemes unique to one system and absent from the
7
other. There are three classes of consonants^ exclusively existing in Vietnamese:
(1) The alveolar stops: the aspirated /th/ and
the retroflex /t/
(2) The voiceless palatal velar spirant /kh/,
which resembles the Greek velar fricative /x/ and is
approximately close to the German /ch/
(3) The palatal /c/ and nasal /n/, which resembles
the Spanish /n/
These distinctions would present serious problems
for English students in learning Vietnamese,

They

would probably substitute their English /O/ for Vietnamese /th/ and their aspirated (k'] for Vietnamese /kh/,
'^See their full phonetic description in the Vietnamese consonant section.
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TABLE IV: VIETNAMESE AND ENGLISH CONSONANTS
Labials
Vietnamese

-p

b-

English

-P-

-b-

f-

V

-m- -w-

-f- -v

-m- -w-

Dentals and alveolars
Vietnamese

-t-

English

-t-

th-0-

d-

t

s-

--&-

-d-

-n-

-s-

1-

-n- -1- -r-

Palatals
Vietnamese
English

S«

-c-c-

-s-

-J-

Z_

-z

-n-

-y
-y

Velars
Vietnamese

kh-

-k-

English

-k-

-g-

g-

-'vj-^
Glottals

Vietnamese

h-

English

-h-

^Vietnamese and English consonants are grouped
according to their respective point of articulation.
A hyphen before and after each consonant indicates the
distributional pattern of that consonant in relation
to neighboring vowels (pre- or post-vocalic or both).
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TABLE V:

CONSONANT DISTRIBUTIONS OF VIETNAMESE
AND ENGLISH
Initial

Vietnamese*!*

Medial

c

Final
c

cc
English*'^'

*!*Vietnamese:

c

c

c

cc

cc

cc

ccc

ccc

ccc

cccc

cccc

Initial c: any consonant
Final c:/p, t, c, k, n, , n ,
m, y, w/
Initial cc: any consonant except

hi) -^hl
'•"J^English:

Initial c: any consonant except / z /
Medial c: any consonant
Final c: any consonant

For the consonant clusters see C. C, Fries, Teaching
and Learning English as a Foreign Language (Ann Arbor,
Mich., 1963), pp. I7-2O0

respectively.

The retroflex /t/ and the palatal nasal

/n/ are unmatched by anything in English. They are real
problems for English learners, yet they can overcome the
difficulty by simply being instructed very carefully
about the phonetic nature of the new sounds in order to
learn to pronounce them with adequate accuracy. Vietnamese learners, in turn, tend to substitute the Vietnamese stop /th/ for the nearest English sound, the
fricative /Q/, and the aspirated stop /kh/ for the English aspirated allophone [kOof [k].

These Vietnamese

sounds and some others which in some respects are phonetically similar to some sounds in English but are not
sufficiently like the English sounds to be classified
as the same cause critical trouble for the native
speakers of Vietnamese, It is more difficult to break
an old habit than to learn a new one, e.g., Vietnamese
/t/ is unaspirated in the initial position, its aspirated variety /th/ is phonemic, and its allophone, the
unreleased (t'^J occurs only in the final position, Vietnamese /t/ is matched by the English /t/; both are voiceless dental stops.

In English, aspiration following the

phoneme /t/ is allophonic, while in Vietnamese it is phonemic.

Furthermore, Vietnamese dentals /t, d/ are more

tense and articulated more front than the English equivalents.

Nevertheless this phonetic difference does not

cause any hindrance in communication.

They only sound

^9
odd to the native speakers of English.
Distinctions in English
Four classes of consonants are observed unique to
English:
(1)

The affricates /c, j7

(2)

The interdental fricatives /©, ^ /

(3)

The bilabial voiceless stop /p/

The latter phoneme /p/ is phonemically significant in
English, while in Vietnamese it is in complementary distribution with its voiced partner (bj,

It is in the ini-

tial position in some loan words, but not all the Vietnamese succeed in pronouncing it as a voiceless consonant
(see the Vietnamese consonant section).
(4)

The voiced alveolar flap /r/

It "occurs at least (the exact conditioning factors are
still unknovjn) between a stressed and unstressed vowel as
an allophone of both /t/ and /d/ for example in matter,
latter, sadder, etc,"
Besides these peculiar consonants, aspiration in
English after certain consonants is allophonic but phonemic in Vietnamese, cf.:
/kh/

(k'j

/th/

(tj

d

Andreas Koutsoudas and Olympia Koutsoudas, "A Contrastive Analysis of the Segmental Phonemes of Greek and
English," Language Learning, XII (1962) 214.
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These distinctions which are unique in English cause
real conflicts and critical difficulties for the Vietnamese students.

They tend to carry their own pho-

nemic habits into English and fail to imitate a proper
pronunciation.

The teacher should call the students'

special attention to those sounds. The same is true
with the problems of the new vowel sounds.

These new

consonant sounds should be described clearly in terms
of their phonetic qualities.

Once the students know

how the new sounds are articulated, they should be
given proper drill to master a new set of habits governing their vocal apparatus.

It is helpful for the

teacher, in drilling the new sounds, to start from the
native sound closest to the point of articulation of
the new sound and glide or change to the position of
the new sound.

For example, to help Vietnamese stu-

dents produce the English palatal affricate /^/

or

(ts), the students can be instructed to start from the
position of [tj , then draw the apex backward to the
position of [sj, slowly at first, then faster and faster
until the student can reach an acceptably approximate
pronunciation.

If we have to teach Vietnamese to native

speakers of English, we can do the same thing with the
phonemes foreign to English.

Finally, to avoid negative

substitution, the teacher can make up a vocabulary list
which shows that the foreign sound is phonemically in
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contrast with the sound the students are familiar with,
e-g.,
English

/p-/

vs.

/b-/

/c/

vs.

/s/

Since /s/ does exist in Vietnamese, too, students tend
to substitute /s/ for /c/, with which they are not familiar.
The details of the contrastive analysis of the tv/o
consonant systems are given in the next paragraph.
Teaching Problems
The labials
Vietnamese

-p

b-

English

-p-

-b-

f-

v-

-m- -w-

-f- -v-

-m- -w-

Distributional problems
As the diagram shows, both languages have the same
ntmiber of labials; the distribution of these phonemes is,
however, not the same in both languages, and it will present troublesome conflicts.
In Vietnamese, initial bilabial (p-J is rare (see the
Vietnamese consonant system); it is normally an allophone
of the initial tb-J ; f-p) is always found in the final
position and unreleased.

Vietnamese labiodentals /f, v/

occur initially, while the English labiodental equivalents occur freely in all positions. The Vietnamese
consequently fail to pronounce English /p/ in the initial and medial positions; they will say /b/ instead.
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Also, they have trouble distinguishing the English final and medial voiceless and voiced fricatives since
in Vietnamese we do not have any medial consonant and
all the final consonants are either voiceless stops
/P, t, c, k/ or nasals /m, n, n,^/o

We have diffi-

culty with the allophones of /p/ in English also.

It

is difficult for us to pronounce (p'] with a "puff of
air" and the unaspirated medial (pj which are foreign
to our phonetic habits.
The bilabial sets
Vietnamese

-m-

-w-

English

-m-

-w-

The bilabial sets cause less trouble.

Since Viet-

namese is a monosyllabic language, it does not have any
medial consonant; however, our students can pronounce
the English medial (^-m-) with ease and enough accuracy:
Mommy

:

/mami/

Since we have a compound word like
mau - man

, :

/mau + maj;/

the students can be instructed to pronounce the two ele-ments of Mommy v;ithout pause until they reach the proper
pronunciation. Vietnamese /w/ might be claimed to be identical with the English /w/ because their articulation and
distribution are relatively similar.
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The dentals and alveolars
Vietnamese

-t-

English

-t-

th-

d-

t-

-0- -^-

-d-

1-

-n-

sz-

•n-

The first group
• . , .. Vietnamese .'-tEnglish

-t-

th-

d-

-0- -i-

t-

/)..

-d-

Phonetic, allophonic, and distribution problems.
Eliminating the Vietnamese retroflex alveolar stop /t/,
which is exclusively Vietnamese, the three others /t, th,
d/ are comparable to English /t, d, 0,^8 / in some phonetic respects.
The Vietnamese stop /t/ is an unaspirated dental in
the initial position, an unreleased or neutralized consonant the final position, while the English equivalent
/t/ is an aspirated alveolar stop in the initial position and has two more allophones than the Vietnamese /t/.
It is aspirated in the initial position, unaspirated
after certain consonants, optionally unreleased or neutralized in the final position, and becomes a flap intervocalically (see English consonant section, the distribution) .
The Vietnamese stop /d/ is an unaspirated dental
which occurs only in the initial position; it is very
close to the English alveolar stop /d/ but not quite the
same.

English /d/ is articulated further back at the

tooth ridge and is slightly aspirated in the initial
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position. English /d/ has the same allophone in all
positions; optionally it is neutralized in the final
position.

Vietnamese students therefore should be

warned about the difference in the point of articulation between Vietnamese and English pairs /t, d/.

The

aspiration of the English initial (ti) can be demonstrated by a burning match which, when held close in
front of the mouth, is blown out as the English aspirated [t'] is released.

The distribution as well as

the characteristics of the two sound systems should be
clearly studied. Vietnamese students thus should learn
the English medial (-t-J and the English medial and
final Cd].

It is hard for us Vietnamese to hear the

contrast between the following pairs:
bat / bad
bet / bed
cat / cad
One more paragraph is needed to discuss the medial
(-t-] . This is the most troublesome problem for us:
We are confused with many allophones of the English /t/-unaspirated intervocalically or a special flapf t).
This American single flap (t} sometimes sounds exactly
like /d/ in:^
coated / coded
9
These examples are extracted from. William G,
Moulton, The Sounds of English and German (Chicago, 1?62),
p. 43.
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hearty / hardy
filter / filled 'er
W. G. Moulton observes that "Probably all Americans
distinguish these pairs of words in careful speech,
and in a pronunciation exercise....

In ordinary talk

however, most Americans use the special flap allophone
(t) for /t/."-*-

[t} is observed to follow a vowel and

/ l / or /r/. Another problem arises when it follows an
/n/, as in the almost universal pronunciation wanna
("I wanna go") for want 'to.
often called 'sloppy.'

"This pronunciation is

Perhaps it is.

The important

point here is that everyone—or nearly everyone--uses
11
it in normal speech."
Students should therefore be
made aware of this phenomenon if they want to be understood and understand the native speakers.

The dif-

ference between lattercand ladder, writing and riding
is clear when each appears in context:
/ai won^ go raidivj ^n hjrs b ^ k "Sis
aft'ernun/
The word /raidi^j/ is written riding and not writing of
course'.

The production of this peculiar sound is more

difficult than its recognition.

Students cannot suc-

cessfully watch whether /t/ follows a vowel, /l/, /r/,
lOjvioulton, p. 43.
Moulton, p. 43.
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or /n/ to achieve the special flap instead of the dental /t/ as it exists in their native tongue. If they
master the English alveolar /t/, they still fail to
use all its four allophones at the proper slot in its
segmental structure. Listening to a tape recorder or
imitating a genuine informant will help students to
recognize and produce these allophones, especially the
flap ft), which is sometimes phonetically similar to
the flap [r].
The English interdental fricative pair / 0 , 2 / are
among the most troublesome sounds for Vietnamese students. We do have the voiceless alveolar aspirated
stop /th/, which is phonetically in partial comparison to the English voiceless interdental fricative /O/.
Consequently, Vietnamese /th/ is commonly substituted
for English /O/ which sometimes renders the utterance
incomprehensible. My teaching experiences.prove this
point.

For the production of the English /O/, the stu-

dents put the tip of their tongue between the teeth as
they were told, then unconsciously withdrew the apex
backward before blowing out the sound; thus, the tip of
the tongue touches the tooth ridge exactly as in the
articulation of the Vietnamese /th/.
In the same way the English /^/ is mixed with the
Vietnamese retroflex alveopalatal fricative /z/ or alveolar fricative /z/ which exists in the Hanoi dialect,
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of which most of the educated people are fully aware
and can successfully imitate. The English contrastive
pair

/^an/

then
Zen

/ze.n/

(Zen Buddhism)

sound the same to the Vietnamese.
The second group
Vietnamese
English

s-

-n-

1-

-s- -n- -1-

Distributional problems. The Vietnamese /s, n, 1/
are phonetically similar to the English approximates
/s, n, l/.

These sounds consequently appear similar to

our students; however, their distribution in the English
phonemic structure is not the same as in Vietnamese, and
our students will have phonetic problems, i.e., they
have to learn how to link elements of English polysyllabic words to make them sound natural and understandable
The Vietnamese /s, 1/ occur initially only; /n/ occurs at
both ends of a morpheme or word because of the Vietnamese
structure CVC. Therefore, the English medial and final
/-s-i

-1/ and medial /-n-/ are foreign to Vietnamese lin-

guistic habits. The medial /s, 1, n/ nevertheless do not
cause critical problems because there are many partially
reduplicative forms in Vietnamese which appear with these
phonemes:
xa - xoi

/sa + soy/

:

'remote'

9^
la - liTng
nan - ni

/la + lui^V
/na-r^ -^ ni/

•
:

^strange'
'to beseech'

To enable the students to get at an acceptably approximate pronunciation of an English polysyllabic word, the
teacher needs only to tell his students to link the syllables together without holding their breath at any syllable.

The English word sensational, for example, will

will normally be pronounced by a Vietnamese beginner as
four separate syllables:
san +se -»-san tn^n
The final C-lj is reproduced by his native final (-n] .
This trouble can be surmounted rather easily by drilling
the student into linking all the syllables together in
one breath.

Syllable-linking is characteristic of all

the non-monosyllabic languages.

It does not happen at

morpheme boundaries only, but at the word boundaries as
well.

A native speaker of English would not say an

officer separately as /an/ofis3r/, but he will say it in
one word /anofissr/; when I will become /wh^nai/, and the
like.

The speaker of a monosyllabic language will fail

to make such a liaison if he is not well trained.

To

help the student achieve a new habit of connecting many
elements of a word, the teacher might resort to the
written form, i,e., rewrite the English phrase using the
Vietnamese segmental structure as a basis in such a way
that the needed word-linking can be pronounced without a
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big effort, e.g., when I is rewritten whe - nai: is he
well

is rewritten i - zi - well: and an officer is re-

written a - nofficer.
The English final (-1) is more critical.

The Viet-

namese learner would say /san + se-f san-i-ndn/ or /san -^-se
+ san'fna +la/ because in Vietnam /l/ is always followed
by a vowel.

To correct this error, the student should

be told to keep the apex of his tongue against the gumridge as if he were going to say a word beginning with
/l/ but not to release it.

After the distributional

analysis is made, drill is the only effective method to
help the student achieve an approximate pronunciation
because to speak a foreign language with a "perfect accent" is too ambitious for any foreigner who learns a
language different from his own.

"It is not reasonable

as a rule to expect a foreign teacher [even a teacher)
to speak just like an Englishman or an American, any
more than it is to expect an Englishman or an American
to speak just like a foreigner when using the foreigner's
language,"i^
The third group
Vietnamese
English

-z- -r-

Phonemic problems.

The English /z, r/ are unmatched

•'•^J. 0, Gauntlett, Teaching English as a Foreign
Language (New York, 19ol], p. 63 ' '
^
^^
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by anything in Vietnamese.

Consequently, they may cause

positive conflict for the Vietnamese learners.

In actual

fact, we do not have a really hard time in mastering these
because even though / z / does not exist in the Hue dialect
(see the Vietnamese consonant chart), it does exist in
Hanoi and other northern dialects"^^ as a phoneme, and all
students are aware of the fact and can produce this sound
with adequate accuracy.

In fact, many Hue people can

speak the northern dialect without any "accent" at all.
The English /r/ is not too difficult either because a
similar sound, the flap (r), does exist in the southern
dialect as a sporadic allophone of /y/;

in the Hue dia-

lect, it is a sporadic allophone of / z / .

Therefore it is

not too difficult for the Vietnamese learner.

However, as

with other English final consonants which are not similar
to one of the eight Vietnamese final consonants, we still
have trouble with the English / z , r/ when they occur in
the medial and final positions.

To remedy this error, the

teacher can apply the same method as suggested for other
English final consonants mentioned previously.
The palatals
V

Vietnamese
English

C-

Y
•J

S-

z-

-n=

o

V

-z-

»y-

S=

^^A contrastive analysis of the three main dialects-North, Central, and South-^^will be presented in comparison
with English in the next chapter of this study.
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The first group
Vietnamese

-c-

English

-c-

Phonemic problem.

-j'

The palatals /c, n/ which exist

exclusively in Vietnamese are not our concern for the present purpose, to teach English to the Vietnamese,

On the

contrary, the exclusively English existing sounds /^, 5/
are our major problems since they are unmatched in the
Vietnamese sound system.

The teacher should spend enough

time to acquaint the student with their phonetic nature
and their distribution in the English segmental structure.
To avoid negative substitution for the English /c', 37 by
the nearest Vietnamese sounds /s, z/, the student needs
to be drilled daily after a full discussion of the physiological factors involved in producing these sounds foreign
to Vietnamese

is made, until one day the learner real-

izes that the strange sounds are in contrast V7ith his native ones, until he can pronounce Gnine_§^. as /cainiz/ instead of /sainiz/j /j^orja/ instead of /zorz'^/, and so
forth.
The second group

Vietnamese
English

V

V

s-s-

z-z-

-y-y-

Phonetic and d i s t r i b u t i o n a l problems.

Two sets of

t h e v o i c e l e s s and voiced f r i c a t i v e s in both systems are
p h o n e t i c a l l y comparable.

In f a c t , the Vietnamese and
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English /s7 are identical, while their voiced counterparts are different because of the fact that the Vietnamese sibilant /f/ is retracted or retroflexed, while
the English equivalent is a plain alveopalatal sibilant.
Yet the phonetic difference is not great and does not
hinder communication.
tional one.

The real problem is the distribu-

The Vietnamese sibilants occur only in the

initial position, whereas the English equivalents occur
more freely, /s/ in all positions and /z/ in the medial
and final positions.

The distributional problem here is

similar to that of other consonants discussed in several
previous paragraphs.

The same suggested teaching tech-

niques can be applied with the distributional problem
here as well.
The semivowel or palatal glide /y/ in Vietnamese is
approximately identical with its equivalent in English,
In Vietnamese it occurs initially as a consonant and finally as the on-glide of the diphthong; in English it is
a consonant in the initial and medial positions between
stressed vowels and an on-glide in the final position.
The English /y/ does not cause real conflict, yet the
phonotactic difference should be pointed out, and the
drilling lessons are still needed until the student masters the distributional problem.
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The velars
Vietnamese

kh-

k-

English

-k-

-g-

g-

-^-^

Allophonic and distribution problems.

The Vietnam-

ese velars are comparable to the English as far as the
articulation is concerned.

Vietnamese has one extra pho-

neme which is significant uniquely to Vietnamese, the
voiceless palatovelar spirant /kh/, that would cause
positive trouble to Americans who learn Vietnamese.

The

Vietnamese student, in turn, is inclined to substitute
his native /kh/ for the English initial aspirated (k'J or
simply to pronounce it without the "puff of air" like his
Vietnamese initial unaspirated (k-),

Among the velars,

this English /k/ with its three allophonic variants--aspirated in the initial position, unaspirated in the medial
position after certain consonants, and optionally unreleased in the final position—might be looked upon as the
cause of a serious problem--phonetic, allophonic, and dis-tributional—for the Vietnamese,

The distribution along

with the phonetic difference of the allophones of the English /k/ should be clearly taught before any attempt at
drilling can be thought of.
The other velars /^,'^/
are phonetically similar.

existing in both languages
The teacher should call the

student's attention to the phonotactic difference which
might cause trouble.

This type of trouble is not too
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difficult

t o overcome, however.

The g l o t t a l R
Vietnamese
English

h-h-

Distributional problem.

The glottal fricative /h/

is relatively identical in both languages.

The English

/h/ occurs initially and intervocalically, and sometimes
it serves as a central glide (see the English consonant
section), while the Vietnamese /h/ occurs initially only.
But this phonotactic difference is not a problem to the
Vietnamese students since the English /h/ is always followed by a vowel like the Vietnamese /h/.
General Remarks
The English consonants which are completely foreign
to Vietnamese students are not many in number.

They are

restricted to affricates /c, ^/ and fricatives / 0 , i / .
Vietnamese consonants which are phonetically comparable
to their English approximates are normally more tense
than the English,

And finally, because of the Vietnam-

ese segmental structure (CVC), we have distributional
problems with almost all the English consonants v.rhich
occur freely in all positions.
Analysis of the Consonant Clusters
Properly speaking, Vietnamese does not have any consonant clusters if the combination (C^w) is not counted.
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The glide /w/ which follows any consonant except /f/
signals the labialization of the preceding consonant
before it is released to form a syllabic peak with the
vocal nucleus immediately following.

This type of "con-

sonant cluster" occurs initially only and never consists
of more than two elements (C-»-w).

There is only one

case in which we see a reduplicative formation with four
syllables:
Bu - lu - bu loa

/bu tlu + bu +Iwa/

It is an adverbial phrase which occurs exclusively with
the verb khoc, 'to cry,' or sometimes the verb is simply
dropped out and the adverb alone is used vividly to describe the manner of the action.

This peculiar redupli-

cation makes us think that at one time Vietnamese might
have had the cluster /bl/.
The consonant cluster phenomenon is new to the Vietnamese as well as to speakers of other monosyllabic languages.

The student therefore faces an extreme diffi-

culty in his attempt to master all English consonant
clusters which may consist of four elements.

These occur

finally and medially, but in the initial position the
cluster never exceeds three elements.
The English consonant combinations consisting of a
consonant and the glide /w/ such as /dw, kw, tw, sw, hw,
sw ,../ are not difficult for the Vietnamese student at
all because such clusters do exist in his mother tongue.
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With all other types of clusters, the student tends
to insert a vowel (normally /(?/, which is approximately
identical to the English unstressed vowel /a/) between
the consonants of the cluster to match his segmental phoneme structure (CV). Thus the insertion of /a/ in between two elements will create an extra syllable: square
will become /sakw^/ or /sakwtr^/.

With the three-conso-

nant clusters, the insertion of /«/ in between the first
and the second element with a syllable division after the
second consonant will create two extra syllables in words
like:
street

/satarit/

splash

/sapal^s/ ...

Time and space do not allow this study to include a
full discussion of problems concerning the English consonant cluster system.

A separate research of this type

of teaching problem is needed.
Other Problems
Besides the phoneme, allophone, distribution, and
sequence problems discussed along with the contrastive
analysis of the two sound systems, the Vietnamese learner
has another problem in learning to master spoken English
because of the English inconsistency in its spelling.
English alphabet is similar to his.
pronounces the word hiccough,

The

If a Vietnamese mis-

this does not mean that he

is ignorant of the pronunciation of all the segmental pho-
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nemes i n v o l v e d , but he i s u n f o r t u n a t e l y puzzled by t h e
E n g l i s h w r i t t e n form -ough which r e p r e s e n t s a v a r i e t y
of p r o n u n c i a t i o n :
/-^f/

in cough

/-Ap/

in hiccough

/-uw/

in through

/-Af/

in rough

etc.

Vietnamese is exempt from such ridiculous symbols which
stand for several sounds.

Each written form in Vietnam-

ese represents uniquely one sound.

This fact does save

time and effort for children as well as for foreign
learners who master Vietnamese spelling.

They need not

bother to learn the spelling of every word.

But the

Vietnamese learner does have a crucial problem in learning English spelling.

He has to memorize, for example,

four English words: honest, honor, hour, and heir, the
/h/ of which is silent.

Quite often he has to look up

the pronunciation of each word in the dictionary or check
with an informant available.

The native speaker himself

has to look up the right pronunciation also'.
Another problem arises when the same symbol might
represent two different sounds in the two languages.
The Vietnamese are frequently deceived by the English
sequence /tr/ which does exist in Vietnamese orthography, but the written form in our language represents
only one sound, the retroflex alveolar stop /t/. In the
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same way, (ch) in English usually symbolizes'the affricate /c/, while in Vietnamese it is a digraph for the
palatal stop /c/, the production of which is made by
the blade of the tongue against the hard palate.
Other spelling problems trouble those Vietnamese students
who have had French as their first foreign language.-'-^
These students usually get confused by two systems of
writing, or even three: French, English, and Vietnamese.
The Vietnamese student generally does not have a hard
time facing the French sound system.

The quality and

quantity of most French vowels is similar to Vietnamese,
and the same is true of the consonants.

But this cate-

gory of students, i.e., those who have had French, does
face a double difficulty:

They have to forget their own

linguistic habits and their learned French habits when
they study English, My brother, who had spoken fluent
French before he learned English, one day came home and
asked me the meaning of the following utterance:
/i am tir©d ut/
I asked him "Are you speaking Indian?" (we use this term
for all dialects spoken in India and Pakistan).

He

^^In secondary school in Vietnam, two foreign languages, French and English, are required, but they are
not taken at the same time. The student has a choice
to take either English or French as the first foreign
language at the Junior level (which is equivalent to
the sixth grade in the American school system) with six
hours per week. At the Senior level (tenth grade in the
United States), the student will have the second foreign
language with a four-hour load along with his first
foreign language.
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laughed and said, "No it is English:
spoken with French spelling'."

I am tired out

The student should keep

in mind that French /r/ is a uvular and that English /r/
is a flap /r/, although both are written with graph (r).
The French digraph (th) is an unaspirated /t/ in a word
like Othello /otalo/, while the English (th) is aspirated
interdental fricative /O/, and Othello will be /oocOfloo./.
French (ch) represents the sibilant /s/, while in English
it represents the affricate /c/ except in the words Michigan and Chicago /mis'igen/ and /sikago / and other loan
words.

The teacher who must work with such a category of

students should be aware of this situation.

It is recom-

mended that he make a contrastive analysis of French and
English after the same work has been done between Vietnamese and English to point out the similarities and discrepancies in the English, French, and Vietnamese sound
systems as well as the difference in the official spelling
of each language in relation to its respective sounds.
Analysis of Vietnamese and English
Prosodic Features
The analysis of Vietnamese phonology reveals that
besides the tonal pattern which is inherent in the syllabic
nucleus, Vietnamese does have other prosodic features-juncture, intonation, and stress.

However it is probably

impossible or too soon to attempt a satisfactory comparison of the prosodic features of Vietnamese with those of
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English because the nature and quality of intonation and
stress is not unanimously agreed upon yet.
As stated in the introduction, the present study
does not have the ambition to venture into such a difficult area in detail, and it should not be expected to
contain a full analysis of the prosodic elements of
Vietnamese in comparison with those of English.

Further

research and investigation is necessary before any statement concerning such a comparison can be made.

It is

known, however, that juncture in Vietnamese is comparable
to that in English; consequently, it does not present a
difficult problem to the Vietnamese learner. It is also
known that above the tonal pattern which is part of the
phonemic system, the intonation and stress in Vietnamese are not phonemically significant as they are in
English.

These areas are counted among the greatest

problems for our student.

He can recognize the English

sentence pitch but can hardly imitate the proper intonation distributed over the words and sentences, conditioned
sometimes by the degree of word stress or emotional expression.

Pitch in English is a part of the sentence and

phrase, while in Vietnamese it is an inherent part of the
individual word.

The English intonation is foreign to

Vietnamese linguistic habits.

The most critical trouble,

however, is not intonation but the stress pattern.

It is

not unreasonable to state that it is beyond human ability
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for an adult speaker of a language like Vietnamese to
put the right degree of stress on English words and
sentences.

The safest way to achieve a proper pronun-

ciation is to look up the stress pattern of a new word
in the dictionary'.

This is done sometimes by the native

speakers of English as well.

CHAPTER V
AN ANALYSIS OF ENGLISH AND
THREE MAIN DIALECTS SPOKEN IN VIETNAM
It is generally acknowledged that Vietnamese has three
main dialects, spoken in three main regions: the North,
the Central, and the South.

The difference lies in the

pronunciation of words and the tone pattern, not in morph-

j

ology or syntax.

/

In other words, there is only one Ian-

guage, but spoken with different "accents." It is not ne- //
) • '

cessary to make a complete analysis of these dialects
and English, yet it helps the teacher considerably if he
knows the difference between these dialects so that he
can better understand the particular problems of his stu-Zl
dents from different parts of the country.

For example,'

/ z / exists in the Hanoi dialect as a phoneme but does not
exist in the Hue or Saigon dialects. Robert Lado sees
this situation in his statement:

"When we need to know

the problems facing speakers of more than one dialect,
separate solutions must be worked out for each problem.
If the differences are minor, it may be possible to combine the presentation of the problems, but the statements
must remain quite specific."-''
A brief phonemic analysis of the differences among
the main dialects spoken in Vietnam is presented in this
^Robert Lado, Linguistics across Cultures (Ann Arbor,
Mich., 1961), p. 23.
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chapter.
For the purpose of comparison, four charts of the
significant sound segments of English and the Hanoi,
Hue, and Saigon dialects will show the characteristics
of each dialect.

The four phonemic charts will show the

common difficulties Vietnamese speakers of all dialects
will have (see the contrastive analysis of the Hue dialect and English, chapter III, in comparison with the
phonemes in the Hanoi and Saigon dialects).

On the

other hand, there are a few phonemes which are unique to
each of the three dialects, e.g., /s/

is not included in

the Hanoi dialect, and therefore the English /s/ presents
a real difficulty for the student speaking this dialect. .|
The teacher can help him achieve the pronunciation of
this sound if he is aware of the fact that this sound is \
nonexistent in the Hanoi dialect.
tention.

It needs special at-

Hue and Saigon students have no difficulty with^

this English /s/ simply because it does exist in these
sound systems.
The Hanoi palatal stop /c/ is pronounced with a
strong friction, while the same phoneme in Saigon and
Hue is not.

Consequently, the speaker of Hanoi tends to

substitute his aspirated /c/ for the English affricate
/c/, while the speaker of the other two dialects tends to
substitute his native /s/

for the English /c7. The English

/ z / is identical with the Hanoi /z/.

The transfer made
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TABLE VI: ENGLISH (AMERICAN)
Bilabial Labio- Inter- AlPala- Ve- Glotdental dental veolar tal
lar tal
vl^:^

P

t

C

vd-

b

d

V

Stops
vl
Fricatives
vd
Nasals

m

Lateral

f

G

s

V

h

z

3

k
g

V

h

V

Z

n

'5

1, r
Front Gen- Back
tral

Semivowels

y

r h v/

Vowels high

i

u

higher
mid

I

u

mid

e

a

0

lower
mid

f.

A

0

low

3^

a

'!*vl signifies voiceless, and vd indicates voiced.
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TABLE VII: HANOI DIALECT^:^
Bilabial Labio- Inter- AlPala- Ve- Glot.
dental dental veolar tal
lar tal
vl

Stops

vd

-P

-tthd-

b-

vl

f-

s_

vd

V-

z~

Fricatives
Nasals

-m-

Lateral

-n-

c-

k-

kh-

h-

grJ

n-

-V-

1Front Cen- Back
tral

Semivowels
Vowels^'^'^'high
higher
mid

w

y
•
1

if

u

6

o

mid
lower
mid
low

^The consonant c h a r t i s t a k e n from. Nguyen Dinh Hoa,
Ngu Hoc Nhap Mon ( S a i g o n , 1 9 6 2 ) , p . 6 6 .
>io;cThe number of vox^rels and semivowels i s t h e same
i n a l l d i a l e c t s . T h e i r q u a l i t y and q u a n t i t y a r e phonemically similar.
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TABLE VIII : HUE DIALECTBilabial Labio- Inter- AlPala- Ve- Clot,
dental dental veolar tal
lar tal
-P

Stops
vd

b-

vl
vd

-c-

(L
f-

Fricatives
Nasals

ttht-

n-

•

-n-

Lateral

gs- kh-

s-

V-

-m-

-k-

z-n-

-5-

1-

Semivowel

-y>>:c

q.-;o.o!'^!?^%^^!'^^''''^^
'^^'^ ^^^^^
initially in the Hue and
baigon
dialects as a voiced
palatal
TABLE IX: SAIGON DIALECT>;=
Bilabial Labio- Inter- AlPala- Ve- Glot^
dental dental veolar tal
lar tal
c.,
Stops

^1

-P

vd

bby-

vl

-ttht-

-kO

^-

Fricatives

-c-

s-

V

s-

kh-

h-

vd
Nasals
Lateral
Semivowel

-m

•n-

r\J

-n-

-19.

1-y-

*l'These phonemes are taken from R. B. Jones and Huynh
Sanh Thong. Introduction to Spoken Vietnamese (Washin."-ton
D.C., i960), pp. 2-3.
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by the speaker of Hanoi into English is therefore a positive one, while this phoneme is not found in the Hue and
Saigon dialects.

The teacher should spend more time and

practice this foreign sound with the students from Hue
and Saigon.
/v/ is replaced by /by/ in the Saigon dialect. The
teacher should call the student's attention to this fact
when he teaches this English sound to the speaker from
Saigon.

Once they are aware of these minor differences,

the teacher can better help his students from various
regions of Vietnam.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
It has been stated in the Introduction that the primary aim of this study is to point out the similarities
and discrepancies of the English and Vietnamese sound
systems in order to help Vietnamese and Americans, both
teachers and learners alike, to better teach or learn
English as a foreign language.

This contrastive analysis

gives a clear view of the phonemic and structural differences between the two languages.

It is intended first of

all as a contribution to linguistics, and second, it is
hoped that it will be a basis for improved and practical
methods of teaching English and Vietnamese.

The results

of this study should primarily be used for the preparation of lessons and exercises for Vietnamese learners of
English.

Such exercises are the first steps in the aural-

oral method of learning a new language since "language is
"I

primarily an auditory system of symbols."

This analysis

can furthermore provide a basis for the comparative study
of other languages and of geographic affinities of languages; for example, it shows the similarity in some aspects of Vietnamese with Chinese (monosyllabic and tonal),
with Thai (tonal, final voiceless stops and nasals).
^Edward Sapir, Language (New York, 1949), p. 17.
2F. Kruatrachue, "Thai and English: A Comparative
S udy of Phonology for Pedagogical Applications," a doctoral dissertation, Indiana^University, June, I960, p. 50.

lis
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From the merely pedagogical point of view, the analysis
of the Vietnamese and English sound systems (Chapters
II and III), their comparison (Chapter IV), along with
the illustrations of the areas of difficulties will,
according to C. C. Fries, "be of little practical aid
to ordinary students unless they are built into lessons
to furnish the exercises through which the necessary
habits can be formed."^

Bloomfield firmly believes that

"it is always best to have an informant who is a native
speaker of the language one wishes to learn. "^ This is
100 percent true, yet it is not feasible to have native
speakers of English as teachers in Vietnam except in
higher education.

The task of teaching English thus

falls on the Vietnamese teachers.

They cannot speak

with the perfection of native informants, of course, but
with a thorough knowledge of the phonological system of
Vietnamese and English, they can do a better job than
native informants who lack training in linguistics and
teaching methods.

They can arrive at pretty satisfactory

results in teaching pronunciation.

Materials based on

findings of a comparison of the two languages prove to be
scientific and more efficient,

A systematic comparison

^C. C. Fries, Teaching and Learning English as a
Foreign Language (Ann Arbor, Mich., 1963)7 P- 37.
^Leonard Bloomfield, Outline Guide for the Practical Studv of Foreign Languages (Baltimore, Md., 1942),
p. 2.
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will save the teacher from selecting (or using) various textbooks which merely list disparate items from
here and there and neglect the fact that every language
constitutes a whole structural system or a totality.
The teacher will have seen by now that the English
vowel system is not too hard for the Vietnamese learner,
but that the consonant system causes positive troubles. /
The teacher should drill the student into new habits of
producing those sounds that are completely or partiallyj

I
foreign to the speakers of Vietnamese,

Finally, among '

the prosodic features, the English stress pattern is
extremely difficult for the Vietnamese. Nevertheless,
if the student wants to arrive at an approximately correct pronunciation, he should cooperate with his teacher
in trying to acquire a new set of habits, and he should
be patient and alert in practicing and mimicking until
he can speak the new language with the least "accent,"
He should realize that learning a language is to "practice everything until it becomes a second nature. ""^
But practice is effective only when the student is fully
aware of the major differences between his own sound system and that of the target language.

It is hoped that

this short study will be useful for improving the teaching of spoken English in Vietnam.
^Bloomfield, Outline, p. l6.
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